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ABSTRACT 

Navajo blankets and rugs collected by Washington 

Matthews and Marjorie Merriweather Post are now held by 

the Museum of Natural History, Smithsonian Institution. 

Matthews, medical doctor and anthropologist, actively 

collected Navajo blankets; to preserve them in museums and 

gather knowledge about them in publications. His goal was 

to learn about the Navajos before they merged into 

dominant American culture. 

Post, philanthropist, art collector, and socialite, 

collected Navajo blankets and rugs as status symbols, 

decorations and souvenirs when they were marketed by 

traders and weavers. Her collection once exhibited at her 

estates are now exhibited at the Hillwood Museum and the 

Museum of Natural History, in Washington, D.C. 

This thesis is about the collectors, their 

collections and why they collected Navajo blankets and 

rugs. Tables and photographs illustrate the collection. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Marjorie Merriweather Post and Washington Matthews 

made us aware, through their collection held by the 

Smithsonian Institution, of the academic, artistic, and 

economic value of collecting Navajo rugs. The text will 

be accompanied by photographs of the Post and Matthews 

collection. A brief biographical account will place the 

collectors and their collections in a historical context. 

The analysis will be embedded within a discussion of the 

relationship between Indians and Whites focusing on why 

Whites began to collect Indian art. 

Indian-White relations in the U.S. was in part 

determined by Eighteenth century European philosophy of 

such theories as the origin of man, progress and 

degeneration. Eighteenth century thought gave nineteenth 

century social scientists ideas which determined the 

treatment and study of American Indians. Europeans 

portrayed Indians as children of nature and thus wild, 

uncivilized and inferior. They implied that Whites who 

shared the same land base were destined for the same fate. 

The Enlightenment philosophers (theorized upon) proved or 

rejected European superiority by citing the Indians as 

proof. Indians became a symbol of what was left of Nature 
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and an effort was made to salvage, collect and preserve 

them in written or physical form for museums and 

libraries. Indians represented the history of the United 

States of America; no longer did Americans have to look to 

Europe for roots. They needed only to look in the West and 

American museums to see their roots of American history. 

Hence, Washington Matthews, ethnologist, pioneer and 

anthropologist, and Marjorie Merriweather Post, 

philanthropist, entrepreneur, and art patron collected 

Navajo rugs as a patriotic and nationalistic response to 

America's disappearing frontier past. 
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CHAPTER II 

WASHINGTON MATTHEWS (1843-1905) 

European-Indian contact in the late nineteenth 

century coincided with the birth of social science. Many 

social scientists working for the Smithsonian, originally 

the Bureau of American Ethnology, "...were moralists and 

citizens before they were scientists,..to find purpose in 

American society also illuminates the deep and religious 

concerns of their culture" (Hinsley 1981:8). Therefore, 

scientists studied and compared themselves to the American 

Indian for definition of self amidst a chaotic and 

scientific oriented society. To escape the negative side 

effects of industrialization America had to find through 

science ..."a unity and purpose in human affairs..." 

(Hinsley 1981:8). 

Against this backdrop, Matthews was interested in 

salvaging Native American cultures through data and 

publication. Washington Matthews, an army medical doctor, 

is considered a pioneer in the field of anthropology. He 

studied Indian tribes in the Dakota Territory, California, 

and the Southwest. Dr. Matthews was the first to actively 

collect data on Navajo ceremonies and record their myths 

and song. He learned about the cultures and languages of 

the Hidatsa and the Navajos. Other tribes he contacted 
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were the Mandan, Modoc, Arikara, and Paiute. Dr. Matthews 

led the way in the study of tuberculosis among the 

American Indians and was a pioneer in physical 

anthropology i.e. anthropometric techniques and skeletal 

analysis (<?nA<3e tp Miccpfilm E4Uipn of thf Washington 

Matthews papers: Halpern 1985). Like other scientists of 

the period, he was a tenacious scholar of botany, 

mathematics, linquistics, museum work, writing and 
V 
1 

archeology. His artistic inclinations were in writing 

poetry, and sketching (Mooney 1905:519; Schevill 1948:2). 

Watthews bibliography reflects his many and varied 

interests (see Poor 1975: 98-104; Guide to Microfilm 

Edition of the Washington Matthews papers. Halpern 1985). 

Washington Matthews was a seeker of knowledge during 

a time when "the Bureau of American Ethnology had not been 

founded; anthropology was not part of any university 

curriculum; and the pioneering enterprises of the great 

museums, anthropological research organizations, and 

learned societies lay mostly in the future" (Poor 1975:1). 

We know that Matthews also collected art or relics of 

Indian origin because Matthews donated his collection of 

Navajo rugs to the Smithsonian Institution. His 

publications Si 1versmithing (1883) and Navaio Weavers 

(1884) were his first about the Navajos and express a 

genuine interest in all aspects of the the arts. 
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Very little has been written about Dr. Matthews. In 

fact, there is no published biography, although Margaret 

S. Link had intended to write one. To date, the most 

comprehensive work available is the Masters thesis 

"Washington Matthews: An Intellectual Biography", by 

Robert Marshall Poor at the University of Nevada. Poor's 

(1975) major reference sources for his thesis are Dr. 

Matthews' correspondence, articles, manuscripts, books, 

and accounts by others in publications. 

Most of the doctor's life was spent on the Western 

frontier at various military posts where he was stationed 

as an army doctor. It was at these posts, near Indian 

communities or territories, that Matthews began to study 

the tribes. Eventually, he became an authority on the 

Plains and the Southwest tribes he investigated (Concise 

Dictionary of American Biography. 1964-1980). 

Te-s-ummarize the life of Washington Matthews one 

would have to say that he was a product of his time, a 

loner on the frontier, and eventually, an influential 

figure in intellectual and scientific circles. His 

personality is best described by Margaret Schevill 

(1948:4) in the following: 

...he loved to take part in good conversations, 
and his friends remembered him for his hearty 
laughter. His audiences were impressed by the 
quality of his deep and resonant voice, his 
sense of humor and his felicitous use of the 
English language. His manuscripts attest the 
meticulous quality of his scholarship and 
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penmanship. He was a member of numerous 
scientific societies, clubs and other 
organizations. This man, who appreciated life 
and religion of the Navajos was a religious man 
himself and a punctilious gentleman... 

Matthews' correspondence, articles, manuscripts, 

books, and notes speak of cultures new to him. As a 

scientist and naturalist who valued objectivity, Matthews 

fought hard not to be influenced by his own wofld-view 

while he observed and collected data regarding the tribes 

he studied. As a loner, at the military forts where he 

was stationed he read and studied most of the time. It was 

not inconceivable that he pursued a genuine drive to learn 

and explore a new field of study. In his persistence to 

understand "unusual" groups of American Indians, he "made 

exhaustive use of the works of his predecessors, 

especially Verendrye, Maximillian, Catlin, and Hayden" 

(Poor 1975:16). Matthews' work was built upon that of his 

predecessors. He made important contributions to the field 

of Anthropology/Ethnology,and Science (Poor 1975:16). 

Earlv Life 

Washington Matthews, was born on July 17, 1843 in 

Killiney, county Dublin, Ireland (The National Cyclopedia 

of Am. Biography 1906:54). Matthew and his brother were 

raised by their father, Dr.Nicholas Blayney Matthews, a 

physician. Ana Burke, Matthews' mother, died when he was 

an infant. Shortly after the death of his wife, Blaney 



took his two young sons and moved to America in 1847. 

The two young brothers grew up and went to public schools 

in Dubuque, Iowa. Washington Matthews studied medicine 

under the tutelage of his father and attended the 

University of Iowa. He graduated from medical school in 

1864 at age twenty-one (Mooney 1905:514). At the time of 

Washington Matthews' graduation the Civil War was still 

raging. Young Matthews immediately enlisted for duty. He 

was sent to Rock Island, Illinois as an assistant surgeon 

to care for Confederate prisoners (Mooney 1905:515). 

While living in the Western frontier Matthews worked 

alongside fur traders, mountain men, steamboat pilots, 

goldseekers, gamblers, gunmen, calvary men, cowboys, 

harlots, missionaries, schoolmarms and homesteaders. All 

were "encroaching upon and displacing the American Indians 

" (Brown 1971:.p.xi). These people became mythic heroes 

and heroines that we read about in the "taming of the 

West". 

Professional and Personal Life 

Matthews utilized a variety of ways to learn about 

the Navajos. He learned the language by using vocabulary 

cards, and hired Navajos as interpreters, informants and 

teachers of Navajo religion (Poor:1975:22-32). Matthews 

took field notes, drew sketches,made watercolors of 
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sandpaintings; and recordings of the Night Chant, Mountain 

Chant, and moccasin game (Halpern et al:1985:7). 

Matthews became a friend and mentor to James Mooney, 

an Irishmen who became an Ethnologist/Anthropologist. They 

became fast friends in that they shared a common ethnic 

Irish heritage. James Mooney, like Matthews, published on 

his favorite Indian tribes the Cherokees and Kiowas. His 

interest in Indians was rooted in his concern for 

"...politically and culturally oppressed peoples-Irish or 

Native American..." which prompted him to choose 

Anthropology/Ethnology as a profession. His work with the 

Cherokees, and Kiowas are considered * classics' (Hinsley 

1981:207-210). 

Matthews advised Mooney in the art of "...fieldwork: 

learn the language; be authoritative but sympathetic; 

record everything precisely; and avoid 

preconceptions.74... he emphasized patience, indirection in 

questioning, and mutuality of exchange." (Hinsley 

1981:210). 

On one occasion Matthews told young Mooney what makes 

a successful ethnologist: 

...one must first gain the complete confidence 
of the informant. To achieve this confidence, 
one must respect the informants culture in all 
its particulars. One must never be 
condescending and never regard the informant as 
inferior. Before an ethnologist could write with 
any confidence or authority about an alien 
culture, he needed to immerse himself in the 
culture as deeply as possible. To accomplish 
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this, he should first learn the language. Then 
he could record any and all information with 
minute accuracy. Even if the collected 
information were not germane to the study at 
hand, it might prove useful later.14 (Moses 
1984:21) 

When Matthews died in 1905, the Bureau of Ethnology 

"neglected" to write an obituary, consequently Mooney 

wrote one in the American Anthropologist (1905). 

Army Assignments and Military Life 

Matthews military stint depicts a widely travelled 

man who made contacts with different tribal groups in 

varying geographic settings. James Mooney (1905:515) 

friend and fan of Washington Matthews retrieved army 

records in which Matthews made his first " contact with 

Indians, whom thenceforth he made a life study, at a time 

when they were still wild and unsubdued." See American 

Anthropologists (1905:515) for Matthews assignments at 

military forts from New York to California. 

A soldier's life at military forts was monotonous and 

debasing amidst a "hostile environment", particularly for 

those not educated or intellectually curious. In contrast, 

military ethnologists John G. Bourke and Matthews managed 

to survive and escape the harsh Southwest environment and 

people by studying them. They studied the Indians and 

explored their environment near the Forts. The soldiers 

learned to survive the attacks by hostile Indians, 
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poisonous reptiles, and to find food and water in desert 

Terrain. These were rare individuals among the military 

people. Nonetheless there were those whom "...Bourke 

observed a melancholy spectacle of officers who ruined 

their minds, bodies, and careers with alcohol while 

insanity and depravity claimed others" (Porter 1986:11). 

Many early scholars were military officers, as were 

Bourke and Matthews, when the army was a primary tool for 

westward expansion. These officers had to have technical 

and scientific skills. They explored, gathered 

information or collected specimens and arts of the West. 

In addition to collecting, they were on a mission to kill 

Indians. During this time the sentiment towards Indians 

was "the only good Indian is a dead Indian". 

Life Amongst the Indians 

Matthews' first assignment was on the upper Missouri. 

He described the village and the people in Ethnography and 

Philology of the Hidatsa Indians (1877:3): 

The Hidatsa, Minnetaree, or Grosventre Indians, 
are one of the three tribes which at present 
inhabit the permanent village at Fort Berthold, 
Dakota Territory, and hunt on the waters of the 
Upper Missouri, and Yellowstone Rivers , in 
Northwestern Dakota and Eastern Montana...The 
history of this tribe is so intimately connected 
with that of the politically-allied tribes of 
the Aricarees and Mandans that we cannot well 
give an account of one without making some 
mention of the others....About five years ago a 
large reservation was declared for them in 
Dakota and Montana along the Missouri and 
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Montana along the Missouri and Yellowstone 
Rivers. Fort Berthold is in the Northeast 
corner of this reservation. 

Most of the tribal members in this region-Hidatsa 

(Minitari), Arikara, and Mandan-had their numbers 

seriously reduced by White diseases and wars. The few that 

survived lived together near the Fort for protection from 

the Sioux. While stationed at various Forts on the Upper 

Missouri Matthews learned the Hidatsa language (Poor 

1975:10-16). Taking an avid interest in American Indians 

was unusual for a military officer considering the mission 

of the U.S. military army was to quell or annihilate the 

Indian who impeded Manifest Destiny. 

Matthews first publications were Grammar and 

Philology of the Hidatsa Indians (1873). Hidatsa 

(Minnetaree) English Dictionary (1874). and Ethnography 

and Philology of the Hidatsa Indians (1877). The first 

two publications burned in a fire at Fort Buford in 1871. 

So well did Matthews learn the Hidatsa language that he 

was able to reconstruct and translate the books from 

memory. These were completed while Matthews was stationed 

in Alcatraz, San Francisco in 1875-1876. His linguistic 

work on the Hidatsa is considered correct by those in the 

field (Poor 1975: p. 15). 

Speculation as to why Matthews persisted in learning 

the Hidatsa language and eventually to study other tribal 
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groups included: 1) his ability to learn languages 

(Schevill 1948:2); 2) his role as seeker of knowledge 

(Poor 1975:112); 3) his loneliness of isolation at 

military forts (Poor 1975:11); 4) his nature or compulsion 

as necessity to communicate with his first wife, daughter 

of a Hidata chief and her family; 5) his mission to 

salvage and preserve what is left of the western frontier; 

and 6) his Irish heritage as immigrants who suffered 

alienation and loneliness "...they longed for acceptance 

and respectability..." (Moses 1984:4). In 1949-1950, 

Margaret S. Link had the opportunity to examine the 

contents of Washington Matthews desk. She found the 

following items in his desks: 

boxes of old newspapers, notebooks, bundles of 
letters, photographs, and clippings....Three 
discoveries which may interest the general 
reader or the specialized student in Navajo 
material were made. The first pertains to a 
series photographs of a son of Washington 
Matthews, the second was a pamphlet on the 
suppressed part of The Mountain Chant, and the 
third was a notebook in which a Navajo chant was 
recorded a version of the Hojoni Hatal,the 
female half of the Beauty Chantway...(Link 
1960:318). 

The contents of his desk revealed a personal side of 

Matthews and reflected things that were important to him. 

Matthews was a very private person in that he never 

discussed personal family matters such as children, his 

wife,etc. Most of what Matthews has revealed to us 
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through letters and publications are either strong 

feelings about his work or things of academic nature. 

Matthews' Marriages 

Matthews was married twice. His marriages reflect the 

times and shows his attitude towards women and Indians. In 

searching for information about Matthews, Margaret S. Link 

(1960:318) became interested in the photograph of a young 

boy found among Matthews possessions: 

As I looked at the photographs I was interested 
in pictures of a baby boy, a youth in a baseball 
suit, a young man, taken at Oberlin, and so on, 
from which all names and dates had been 
carefully scratched. 

She then proceeded with her investigation by 

contacting the family of Matthews inquiring about the boy. 

The family confirmed that the young boy was Berthold 

Matthews, son of Washington Matthews and his first wife 

who was a daughter of a Hidatsa chief. Soon after the 

birth of the boy, Matthew's wife died from tuberculosis 

(Link:1960:318). 

Richard Poor (1975:12) writes that Matthews did not 

"in any publication nor in any manuscripts or letters left 

behind mentions any son or any Hidatsa chief's daughter." 

Thus, there is no verification of Berthold Matthews being 

the son of Washington Matthews except for Link's 

confirmation by Matthews' family. It might be suggested 
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that his marriage into the Hidatsa tribe prompted Matthew 

to learn the Hidatsa language and motivated a scientific 

interest in studying tuberculosis among the American 

Indians. 

Matthews gives an interesting account of marriage 

custom of the Port Berthold tribes in Ethnography and 

Philology of the Hidatsa Indians (1877:52-53) He discussed 

the formalities of marriage, polygamy,divorce,and mother-

in-law avoidance. Yet, he would not or could not talk 

about his marriages. Marriages between Whites and Indians 

were considered illegal in the 1800s. By Victorian 

standards it might not have been proper for Matthews to 

confess his marriage to an Indian not to mention the 

illegality of intermarriages and children. 

In 1887 Matthews and Caroline Wutherspoon were 

married. Caroline's father was a retired army doctor. 

They remained married until Matthews' death in 1905. 

Mooney (1905:517) gives a positive account of this 

marriage in the following: 

In the years thenceforward, whether on the 
remote frontier or in the eastern cities, she 
was ever his closest companion, his most helpful 
and interested assistant, his best inspiration, 
and his tender nurse at the end. 

In response to Mooney's statement, Poor (1975:18) states 

"If she was all these things, one wishes Matthews had said 

so. He does not mention her in any of his publications." 
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Therefore Matthews treated both wives the same. He ignored 

discussing both wives. 

The Southwest and Navajos: 1880-1894 

The life of a typical anthropologist was one of 

estrangement or alienation from one's own people and 

distance from one's selected tribe of study. The goal was 

to study and compile data about the tribes in order to 

assist them into civilization. A difficult life in harsh 

surroundings and competition existed among the scholars of 

various tribal groups. Matthews and others like Frank 

Hamilton Cushing, James and Matilda Stevensons, Jesse W. 

Fewkes and James G. Bourke were in competition with each 

other and guarded their study sharing only limited 

information with friends. "Interests overlapped and 

ambitions often clashed, with Matthews, Cushing, and Army 

lieutenant John G. Bourke forming a cordon against what 

they considered the incursions of the Stevensons, Fewkes 

and others." (Hinsley 1981:192) . In fact, competition and 

jealousy led Cushing to falsify a few archeological 

specimens (Hinsley 1981:205). 

Bourke and Matthews considered their work as one of 

..."exhange with mutuality and sympathy" (Hinsley 

1981:199). Hinsley"s (1981) Savages and Scientists:the 

Smithsonian Institution and the Development of American 
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Anthropology 1846-1910 gives an interesting account of the 

Southwest Anthropologists in competition with each other 

over new discoveries and findings. Washington Matthews 

guarded his work and discussed it only in private with 

such friends as Mooney, Bourke and Cushing. Matthews 

secretly shared with Cushing his acceptance and 

confirmation as a member -of the Navajo shamans (medicine 

men) through ..".baptismal and the lord's supper" (Hinsley 

1981:199). 

By the time Matthews arrived in New Mexico in 1880 

the Navajos had been living on the reservation 

approximately 22 years since their imprisonment at Fort 

Sumner. With sheep and farm equipment provided by the 

government by the Treaty of 1868 they were now a herding-

farming people. The material arts such as si 1versmithing 

and weaving were in the early stages of "Navajo art". The 

arts were changing from functional (native use) to craft 

art (non-native use). Navajo religion was intact. Before 

Matthews arrived in New Mexico, it was thought the Navajos 

had very little or no complex system of Hane 

(mythology/legends, hatal (healing songs/music) or icaa 

(sandpainting). Poor (1975:21) describes this in the 

following: 

Until Matthews began his study the existence of 
the Navajo ceremonial system and the sand-
paintings was not known. The Navajo were 
thought to have no religion, no music, no myth.2 
Writers whose publications preceeded Matthews' 
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work, such as Schoolcraft, Catlin, Powere, 
Morgan, and Simpson, were either sketchy, wrong, 
or not primarily concerned with the Navajo.3 

In 1880, Major J.W. Powell director of the Bureau of 

American Ethnology, suggested that Matthews transfer to 

Fort Wingate. The Southwest was where Matthews became 

interested in the "uncontaminated heathens" (Mooney 

1905:516). 

Matthews' assignments in the Southwest were completed 

in two time periods: 1880-84 and 1884-90. From 1880-90 he 

was assigned as assistant curator of the Army Medical 

Museum in Washington, D.C. however, he continued to make 

archeological and ethnological study trips to the 

Southwest. On his first trip he completed archeological 

and ethnological studies for the Hemenway Southwestern 

expedition and the U.S. Bureau of Ethnology 

(NCAB:1906:54). 

His first publications on Navajo weaving and 

silversmithing were published in 1883 and 1884. His next 

publication in 1886 was on the native botanical 

classification system (Halpern 1985:5). He was fascinated 

by Navajo religion, mythology, songs and sand-paintings. 

The Mountain Chant published in 1887 was a product of this 

first assignment of 1880-84 (Halpern 1985:5). 

While assigned as director of Washington, D.C.'s Army 

Medical Museum he made two trips to New Mexico to continue 
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his research on the Navajos. He even brought back East, a 

Navajo mdicine man, Tall Chanter, to assist him with his 

research on ceremonies. In 1867 The Army Medical Museum 

through the Surgeon General's Office began to collect 

skulls of Indians and ethnographic data *that might throw 

light on their ethnic character' (Wooster 1988:43-44). 

He published in 1893 "The human bones of the Hemenway 

Collection", about the Hemenway expedition in the Phoenix 

(Tempe) area which he participated . During this time 

Matthews also wrote on anthropometric techniques; skeletal 

analysis. Matthews also studied tuberculosis among the 

American Indians (Halpern 1985: 

5-6) . 

Matthews' second assignment at Fort Defiance from 

1890-1894 was more involved and intensive in the 

collection and compiliation of Navajo ethnographic data. 

His first trip was an introduction to Navajo culture. On 

the second assignment he recorded songs from the Night 

Chant, Mountain Chant and moccasin game. Matthews becames 

ill during this time..."physical difficulties (deafness, 

vertigo and muscular incoordination), which were 

attributed by the army retirement board to *a severe 

attack of grippe sustained in the spring of 1891...'" 

(Halpern 1985:6-7). The Navajos attributed his illness to 

working with sandpaintings and healing chants. 
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Washington Matthews must have had a charismatic and 

magnetic personality in that he was able to obtain so much 

information from the Navajos about their religion, music, 

legends, arts and language etc...Being a healer/doctor 

must have made it easier for him to gather data directly 

from the source. Navajo medicinemen are held in high 

esteem because of the role they play as healers of the 

people. They are the link between man and the 

supernaturals. As a healer, Dr. Matthews had an advantage 

over most in gathering data and obtaining information 

about Navajo culture. This was probably due to his 

personality and his determination to learn or seek 

knowledge. He was described as a meticulous researcher 

investigator in collecting data and ..."was a religious 

man. He was known to have had a "magnetic personality" 

(Schevi11:1948:4). 

Matthews hunger for knowledge is demonstrated in his 

many and varied publications. Even under the most 

difficult circumstances, such as bad weather, slow 

transportation, delayed communication, and poor health, 

nothing stopped him from researching and publishing 

(Schevi11:1948:3). Articles and books written by Matthews 

on Navajo subjects numbers twenty-seven, according to 

Schevill. In 1905 American Anthropologist listed fifty-

nine articles and books on many subjects written by 
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Matthews (Schevill 1948:4-6) Richard Poor (1975:98-104) 

has listed one hundred and nine publications by Matthews. 

See Guide to the Microfilm Edition of the Washington 

Matthews Papers (1985) for complete list of Matthews 

papers and publications. 



CHAPTER III 

MARJORIE MERRIWEATHER POST (1887-1973) 

Marjorie Merriweather Post emerged from the Victorian 

era to become a titan of the Postum Cereal Company; she was 

one of the wealthiest woman in the world during a time when 

men dominated women and business. Ms. Post was to an extent 

a product of the Victorian era and when it ended she began 

to develop into her own person. At age 27 she inherited the 

Postum Cereal Co., Ltd., from her father Charles William 

Post. The Postum Cereal Company produced Postum, (a coffee 

substitute made from cereal), Post Toasties and Grape-Nuts 

cereals (NCAB 1979:432). Ms. Post used her inheritance to 

build an empire by merging with other food companies and 

formed the General Foods Corporation. Eventually she became 

one of America's reknown philanthropists and art collectors. 

Marjorie Post was married four times and had three 

daughters. Post's father and her marriages are important 

for discussion since the men in her life affected her 

lifestyle and what she did with her wealth. 

Businesswoman 

As the only child of C.W. Post, Marjorie Post learned 

all about the family business through his instruction and 

example. By age eight Marjorie was glueing boxtops to 

package cereals in the family barn in Battle Creek, 
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Michigan. By age ten she was seated in the board room 

during corporate meetings was quizzed after the meetings by 

C.W. Post (NYTBE 1973:1520). When her father died in 1914 

Marjorie, at age 27, was not only able to run the Postum 

Cereal Company but also expand it through mergers and 

acquisitions. With the assistance of her second husband 

E.F. Hutton, the stockbroker, she acquired such products as 

"...Jell-O, Swan's Down Cake Flour, Minute Tapioca, Walter 

Baker's Chocolate, Maxwell House Coffee, and Log Cabin 

Syrup" (NCAB 1979: 432). In 1926 Post, while visiting in 

Glouster, Massachusetts, was served goose that had been 

frozen for six months. The owner of the frozen food plant, 

was Clarence Birdseye. Mr. Birdseye's frozen food was 

marketed under the name General Foods. Post knew there 

was a fortune to be made in frozen foods and three years 

later convinced Hutton and the Postum Board to buy General 

Foods for $20 million dollars (NCAB 1979:432). To be 

successful in all areas of her life, Marjorie M. Post 

possessed "...a grim competitive cord in her makeup, 

aspiring to the biggest and the best in everything she 

did...(Wright 1977:8). To achieve this end she was 

disciplined, organized and efficient and was led by the 

Christian-Science philosophy (Wright 1977:xi). Thus, her 

fortune increased as did her art collection and her social 

position as "the hostess with the mostest" (Time 1973). 
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Lifestyle and Art Collector 

Post was married and divorced four times. Her first 

marriage at age 18 was to Edward Bennett Close a member of a 

socially prominent Greenwich family. Close introduced the 

shy, unworldly Marjorie to a society unlike folks from her 

childhood Midwestern Battle Creek home. The Close family 

"...were longer on lineage than money, making them feel 

superior to itinerant midwesterners, however rich" (Wright, 

1977:53). Two daughters were produced by this marriage; 

Adelaide and Eleanor. During her second marriage, to E.F. 

Hutton, a Manhattan stockbroker, she became more active in 

her position as a wealthy woman and began to build her 

empire. She then began to pursue social status. Hutton 

brought excitement, agressive and creative talent for 

business and popularity among the socially prominent. 

"...C.W. Post had no use for society. Ed Close had been 

born to it and bored by it. Hutton, on the other hand, 

loved it; and, of course, knowing the right people was basic 

to the brokerage business" (Wright 1977:74). Thus, through 

Close, Post met the right people, and through Hutton she was 

challenged to build an even bigger empire. Joseph Davies, 

Post's third husband, introduced her to Washington's 

powerful politicians whom she hosted unforgettable parties 

for. Davies "...unlike Hutton...wanted money not for the 

fun it could buy, but for the power it brought" (Wright 
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1977:121). As a corporate lawyer, and later through his 

friendship and work with Presidents Wilson and Roosevelt 

resulted in his selection as diplomat to Moscow. "His goal 

was the Presidency" (Wright 1977:122-23). During these 

years she became especially patriotic, and aware of the 

state of the nation and the world, and what she could do to 

change it. She made attempts to do this by speaking out on 

behalf of women, giving to charities, and collecting art for 

her museums. 

Post was 71 and Herbert May 61 years old when they 

married in June, 1958. Herbert May, a Pittsburgh 

businessman, it was rumored, to be in debt before their 

marriage. Post bailed him out of his debts. May seems to 

have been well-liked by the Post family for a brief time 

until his parties went beyond socially acceptable 

boundaries. Post divorced May after viewing blackmail 

photographs of him and his amorous friend. During this time 

Post was going deaf slowing losing control of her staff and 

family. Because of this she made plans for her famous art 

collections to be housed in museums. 

Post amassed a fortune which allowed her to live an 

extravagant lifestyle and to share her fortune with 

charitable and art organizations. Time (1973): vol. 102:28 

summarizes Post's lifestyle in the following: 

Mrs. Post reigned for most of her years as the 
arande dame of American high society and regal 
mistress of a life-style evocative of the lost 
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opulence of Victorian empire....As the rest of the 
country slid into the Depression, Marjorie 
prospered....Her estates became the playground to 
the surviving American moneyed, from the Phippses 
and Vanderbilts to the Kennedys and Dodges... 

Post at one time, owned a floating mansion (316 foot 

yacht "Sea Cloud"), a private Viscount turbo-prop plane the 

("Merriweather"), and 5 estates each filled with art: Mar-A-

Lago, in Palm Beach, Florida; Camp Topridge, a summer estate 

in the Adirondacks; her Long Island home, a 16,000-acre 

South Carolina plantation; and the Burden mansion on Fifth 

Avenue in Manhattan, (NYTB 1973:1520-1521; Wright 1977:66, 

85, 88). The fifth, Hillwood, was a 24-acre estate in 

Washington, D.C. was built as a residence and museum to 

house her reknown art collections. 

Like her homes, Post was motivated to buy the best and 

biggest art works host the best parties, and give the most 

to charities and art organizations. Money was no object: 

...An avid collector of antiques throughout her 
life, Mrs. Post concentrated upon Louis XV, Louis 
XVI,and Russian Imperial furniture, art, and 
artifacts. Hillwood, her home in Washington, 
housed what was considered the finest private 
collection of Russian Imperial art and artifacts 
outside of Russia, as well as priceless 
collections of historic tapestries, jewels, 
paintings, furniture, and jeweled objects of 
art...(NCAB 1979:433) 

The Russian art collections were bought in Moscow 

between 1936-1938 during her husband Joseph E. Davies' 

ambassadorship to the Soviet Union (Wright 1977:143-152). 

Russian Porcelains by Marvin C. Ross documents this Russian 
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porcelain collection. In the forward of the book Post 

states her reason for collecting: 

My interest in Russian porcelain began while I was 
at our embassy in Moscow from 1936-1938. Visiting 
museums and imperial palaces there, I began to 
appreciate for the first time the quality of this 
beautiful ware which is not generally known in the 
West and too seldom found in our Museums (Quoted 
in Ross 1968:ix) . 

Of special interest to Post were the porcelains 

"...commissioned by Catherine the Great for use in the 

Winter Palace, when knights of the four highest imperial 

orders were invited to dine on the feast day of the Saint 

honored by each order" (Ross 1968: xiv). Post's collection 

included porcelains ranging from the eighteenth to the 

twentieth century (Ross 1968:xiv). 

Upon her death and at her bequest, Post gave her 

collections to the people of the United States. The Hillwood 

estate with all her collections, including her priceless 

Napoleon-Marie Louise necklace, became the property of the 

Smithsonian Institution. Marjorie Post had Hillwood rebuilt 

as a museum for her art collections of Russian and French 

Art. The house was finished in 1957, and Ms. Post lived in 

it and entertained there until 1973 when she died (Wright 

1977:192). Hillwood was bequeathed to the Smithsonian 

Institution after Post's friend Richard Howland left The 

National Trust for Historic Preservation to work there (at 

the Smithsonian) (Wright 1977:240). Her jewelry was given 



to the Smithsonian with an agreement that after her death it 

would be put on exhibit at Hillwood. The 10 million dollars 

in trust she left for costs to run Hillwood was turned down 

by the Smithsonian for two reasons: 1) insufficient, funds; 

and 2) entertaining of any sort at Hillwood was forbidden by 

Ms. Post in her will. Thus Hillwood was returned to the 

Post family and as of 1977 has functioned as an independent 

museum (Wright 1977:257). Her other opulent estate Mar-A-

Lago, (of Hispano-Moresque architecture, and furnished with 

English, French, Spanish, and Italian furniture) was 

willed, to the federal government to be used as governmental 

officials or as presidential retreat (NYTBE 1973:1520-1521). 

The maintenance of Mar-A-Lago was a burden for the 

government who sold it and is now the home of Ivana and 

Donald Trump. The rustic Topridge estate was bursting at the 

seams with American Indian art, especially holding the 

finest privately-owned collection of Plains Indian 

artifacts. "...This collection, which includes such items as 

totems poles and war bonnets worn by Indian chiefs Geronimo 

and Sitting Bull, was also donated to the Smithsonian 

Institution, and Topridge itself was bequeathed to the 

Marjorie Merriweather Post Foundation, Washington, and 

later...to the state of New York" (NCAB 1979:433). 

Marjorie Post made other donations of tapestries, furniture, 

and paintings to the Federal government and colleges (Time 
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1 Sf'i : vol. 102:28). 

In the early 1900s Marjorie M. Post, even with all her 

wealth, was never accepted by the "Old Guard" but was 

considered "Paul's Cafe Society" or new money (Wright 

1977:79-80). Post expressed her frustration in not being 

accepted into the ranks of the "01i Guard" by emulating 

royalty and competing in the Collection of art. 

Post considered herself midwesterner with humble 

beginnings and felt a need to share her wealth by giving 

generously to charities and art organizations. By 1967 

"...Six nations and 30 associations [had] given her medals 

or awards for her charitable work..." (Time 1967:vol.89:48). 

Notable is the first "...James Smithson Society medal, given 

only to those who equalled or surpassed the donations of 

Smithson himself to the Smithsonian Institution..." (NCAB 

*1979:433). Two notable contributions made by Ms. Post was 

two million to the National Symphony, and thousands to the 

National Cultural Center, later the Kennedy Center (Wright 

1977:241). She also supported the Boy Scouts of America, 

Salvation Army, the American Red Cross, and established a 

Salvation Army food kitchen during the Depression in New 

York City. During World War I she funded a 2,000-bed 

American base hospital in Savenay, France (NCAB 1979:432). 

Her contributions to civic and charitable organizations are 

too numerous to list (See the NCAB 1979 P.433 for list of 
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Marjorie Post's contributions to charitable and art 

organizations and awards). 

Post's Collection of Nava-io Blankets and Rugs 

How Post acquired the Navajo textiles requires further 

investigation into her life. She collected American Indian 

Art such as baskets, pottery, textiles, jewelry etc...Yet 

there is no information available as to how, from whom, and 

where she acquired the collection of Navajo rugs and 

blankets. The only clues available are the style or design 

of the rugs and blankets which can generally determine 

geographic area and Trading Posts as well as names of 

traders where the rugs and blankets were made and sold. 

(See Post Collection Tables 1, 5) of Design/Style, and 

Specialty rugs which also lists the Trading Post, weaving 

area and Names of traders). 

Post's Navajo blanket/rug collecting activity is not 

documented thus her reasons for collecting are difficult to 

ascertain. She collected a total of 31 blanket and rugs for 

decorating her Topridge estate bought during her marriage to 

Hutton. Most of Ms. Post's Navajo rug and blanket 

collections are from the Transition Period to the Regional 

Period (See Table 1). One Post rug has been illustrated in 

Liz Bauer's "Research for a Catalog of the Navajo Textiles 

of Hubbell Trading Post," 1987 (see cat. 418,952A Ganado 

Crystal 1900-1925 in Post Collection Table 1). 
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The types of rugs Marjorie Post gave to the Smithsonian 

were generally large and had been used to decorate her 

rustic Topridge estate in the Adirondacks. Designs and 

styles varied ranging from the Classic Period through the 

Regional Period. There is one blanket, a Second 

Phase/Style; from the Classic Period and two blankets from 

the Third Phase/Style. Ten are from the Transitional 

Period, and eight rugs are from the Fourth Phase/Style or 

Rug Period. There are three rugs from the Revival Period. 

Seven rugs are of the Regional period. It appears Ms. Post 

wanted at least one blanket from each period and from each 

weaving area during the development of the Regional period. 

In summary, most of the Post collection are from the 

Transition period, a flashy and colorful era when the 

Germantown yarn was used to produce the eyedazzler designs. 

The next most numerous Post rugs are from the Hubbell 

weaving area in the Fourth Phase/Style, sometimes called the 

Rug Period. She collected rugs from the Eastern Reservation 

when weaving was changing from blanket to rug when traders 

such as Hubbell and J.B. Moore dominated the Navajo textile 

business. 

Marjorie Post was preoccupied with maintaining good 

health. Navajo sandpainting and Yei pictorial rugs are 

symbolic of beings that cure the ills of humans. The 

sandpainting rugs, inspired by the sandpaintings made by 
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medicinemen, are a development of the late 1800 to early 

1900s during Ms. Post's lifetime. The rugs were made 

primarily for sale to Anglo buyers (price usually in the 

thousand range) and had no sacred religious value for the 

Navajos. It can be speculated that she was aware of the 

symbolic curative value of these pictorial rugs and thus 

collected them. Post collected rare and expensive art which 

included the Navajo sandpainting rugs. 

It appears from the use of the blanket and rugs at 

Topridge they were selected for decoration and not academic 

purposes, like Matthews's collection. After her diplomatic 

stint in Moscow, Marjorie became more patriotic and 

nationalistic. As a diplomat's wife she entertained 

foreign and American political figures. Collecting Navajo 

blankets and rugs in addition to other Indian art was 

probably conceptualized as a patriotic "duty". However, she 

collected European and American art as well. Most of her 

collections of art are now held by Museums as she had 

intended. Thus, her motivation for collecting art might 

have been to acquire the best and most unusual, for display 

in her homes and then in Museums. Since Post could not 

attain the position of royalty or acceptance by the "Old 

Guard" she gained prestige and acceptance by collecting fine 

art for her "museums". Pine art by European standards was 

used to decorate her urban residences. Indian Art decorated 



Post's rustic Topridge home in the Adirondack wilderness 

Indians were associated with the wilderness and America' 

past. Indian artifacts as collectable artifact for 

interior decorating reflected the idea of salvaging 

America's disappearing past. 
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CHAPTER IV 

HISTORY: NAVAJO TEXTILES AND COLLECTION (1600-1950) 

Washington Matthews laid the groundwork for the study 

of Navajo textiles. Where Matthews left off Charles Amsden 

continued in his definitive book Navaio Weaving (1949). 

Amsden used several of Matthews textiles as illustrations in 

his book. Since then others have built upon this work 

(Wheat (1976;1987); Kent (1961;1987). 
v. 

For the purpose of studying and analyzing the Matthews 

and Post collections. Period dates from Amsden (1949) and 

Kent (1961; 1987) will be used. Textile scholars lack 

consensus on Navajo textile periods due to the difficulty in 

analyzing materials and interpreting historic documents and 

archeological data. Also the dynamic historical development 

of Navajo textiles, and because blankets and rugs sometimes 

overlap or are a variation and do not fit the profile of a 

Period or Style contribute to this lack of consensus. In 

addition scholars, artists, and collectors have studied the 

weaver's art and culture for academic or aesthetic reasons. 

Hence differences of opinion complicate the chronology of 

Navajo Textiles. Finally, different regions of the 

reservation were developing new styles at different times. 

As a compromise, this paper will utilize the following 

Period dates: 
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CLASSIC PERIOD (1600 to 1900) Amsden (1949) 
First Phase (Beginning to 1800) The striped style. 
Second Phase (1800-1863) The terraced style. 
Third Phase (1863-1900) The diamond style. 
Transitional (1870-1890) Blanket to Rug style. 
Fourth Phase (1890-present) The bordered style. 

or 
RUG PERIOD (1890-1920) Kent (1961; 1987) 
REVIVAL PERIOD (1920-1940) Kent (1961; 1987) 
REGIONAL PERIOD (1920-1950) Kent 1961; 1987) 

Classic Period; 1600-1900 

It is generally accepted that Navajos learned to weave 

from several groups. Kent (1961:5-6) states the following 

reasons as proof; 1) Use of wide upright looms with heddle 

and shed rod unlike the European stationary loom and the use 

of the waist loom for weaving belts. 2) Textiles as 

functional wear resembled the Pueblo dress blankets, belts, 

shirts, etc. 3) Textile fragments found at Massacre Cave at 

Canyon Del Muerto in 1804 and White House in Canyon de 

Chelly; and the Patchwork cloak (1750-1800) at the Museum of 

Northern Arizona indicate Pueblo type textiles in design and 

technique found to be Navajo made. They were dated 1750-

1800s (Kent 1961:6; Wheat 1987:4). Mexican-saltillo type 

designs can be seen in the Germantown eyedazzlers, blankets 

and serapes. 

Spanish documents report Navajos in 1600s were basket 

weavers trading "...tanned hides, dried meats, and the 

like, to the Pueblos, for woven cloth and blankets" (Wheat 

1987:3). In 1706 Navajos were observed by Spaniards growing 
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cotton and raising sheep for wool to make woven cloth and 

were trading with other Natives. Most scholars of Navajo 

textiles attribute the Pueblo Revolt of 1680 as a time when 

Navajos learned to weave from Pueblos who found refuge with 

the Navajos from their Spanish oppressors. Wheat believes 

Navajos learned to weave in 1650 since Spanish reports 

stated that Navajos had a cottage industry for woven cloth 

and were trading it in 1706; it would have taken more than 

10 years to accomplish this (Wheat 1987:3). In 1788, 

Spaniards saw Navajo women wearing two piece dresses in a 

dark color with red borders. They stated that finely woven 

serapes, blankets, wraps or mantas, cotton cloth, coarse 

cloth, and sashes were made for Navajo use and for sale 

(Wheat 1981:3). 

The Spanish and Pueblo influence in Navajo textile can 

be seen in fragments found in Massacre Cave in Canyon del 

Muerto which are dated mid-eighteenth century. It appears 

from historical and archeological findings, i.e. Spanish 

documents and Massacre Cave textile, that Navajos were 

weaving First Phase chief's blankets, shirts, one and two 

piece dresses, finely woven serapes, and soft blankets 

called "diyugi" between 1750-1850. Weave technique of the 

early Classic Period as seen in the Patchwork cloak dated 

1750-1800 plain, striped, and included open diagonal twills, 

diamond twills resembling Anasazi weave technique (Wheat 



1987:4). Plain weave tapestry, learned from Spaniards, was 

dominating production by 1800. Textiles fragments also show 

"lazy lines" a technique used today to speed up weaving 

(Wheat 1987:3-4). Colors used were "...white, and golden 

tan to dark brown natural wool, and gray and tan, made by 

carding together brown and white wool. These natural colors 

were combined with reddish brown, yellow,green and native 

black dyes, indigo from the Spanish, and crimson red yarns 

raveled from cochineal-dyed Spanish bayeta" (Wheat 1981:4). 

(For a comprehensive look at vegetal dyes used during the 

1800s see summary in Matthews "Navajo Dyestuff"(1900). ) 

Thus, early 1700-1800 Navajo textiles resembled the 

Pueblo textiles in their fine weave in diagonal twill and 

diamond twill leaving the weft and warp visible. By 1800 

the Navajos had learned tapestry weaving (seen in the 

Patchwork cloak) from the Spaniards and it had replaced the 

early Pueblo weave technique of twill weaving (Wheat 

1987:3). (For a Glossary of textile terms see Kent (1961); 

Kalenberg and Berlant (1972). ) 

By 1804 Navajo textiles designs included a variety of 

striped designs such as plain, compound, beading, and wavy 

striped. Woman's dresses had patterned ends in zigzag or 

diamond terraced motifs in blue on red Bayeta. Spaniards 

traded indigo dye to Pueblos and possibly the Navajos and 

red bayeta cloth (which was unravelled and rewoven into 
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Navajo textiles) (Wheat 1987:4-5; Blorpborg 1988:2-3). 

Bayeta cloth dyed (from lac and later cochineal) into shades 

of red, also came in green, blue and yellow. Bayeta 

manufactured in England reached Navajo weavers through 

Spanish trade via Mexico around 1800 or earlier (Amsden 

1949:138-139; Tanner 1975: 62). The confusion about what 

"true Bayeta"is stems from American introduced bayeta in 

1870s and 1880s-an aniline dyed flannel cloth that looked 

like the Bayeta of earlier days (Amsden 1949:146-7). 

Navajos spent long hours collecting plants, minerals, 

boiling wool and dye to obtain pastel colors. Thus, bayeta 

was very appealing. Kent states that Navajos vised a limited 

colors of vegetal dyed wool during the Classic Period. 

Therefore, more indigo and bayeta was used in addition to 

natural sheep's wool (Kent 1981:8). 

Thus, bayeta cloth later Saxony, Zephyr yarns and 

American aniline dyed red flannel cloth became very popular. 

Saxony, a three-ply yarn in shades of yellow and green and 

other bright colors manufactured in Germany, became popular 

among Navajo weavers between 1840-1860. Amsden (1949:184) 

found Saxony in shades of red and green in blankets made in 

1860-1880s. Blomberg (1988:3) found colors in yellow and 

green in Classic period textiles dating from 1840-1860. 

Wheat (1981:5) states that cochineal dyed Saxony was used in 

the 1840s. The name Saxony refers to the Saxony-Merino 
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sheep which produced a silky soft wool (Blomberg 1988:3; 

Amsden 1949:184). Navajo textiles made of Bayeta are 

serapes, Chief's blankets, woman's dress, capes, saddle 

blanket, and children's blankets (Amsden 1949:147). 

In summary, the Early Classic period blankets had 

motifs of simple stripes, in diagonal twill and diamond 

twill leaving diagonal ribbed wefts hiding the warp. Kent 

(1961:26) states "...twilling was not, however, practiced by 

the Navaho to any great extent until the 1880s, and most 

examples date to the turn of the century." Nevertheless 

Matthews has eight blankets of the twill technique made 

before 1890. Other designs used during this period were 

rectangles, crosses, zig-zags, diamonds, and right angles 

forming terraced or stepped diagonals (Kent 1961:9). 

Blankets, dresses, shirts, serapes, ponchos, saddle 

blankets, and sash belts, hair cords, etc... are textiles of 

the Classic period. The more popular and colorful textiles 

of this period are the finely woven sometimes waterproof 

Chief's Blankets or the serapes such as the famous Hoki 

(Hopi) pattern serape usually in the plain weave technique. 

The Moki pattern of blue and brown striped background was 

made between 1840s-1880s. Mexican saltillo serapes 

influenced the development of the serrated diamond motifs of 

the Navajo serapes. Serapes were used as "...an overcoat, a 

raincoat, a cushion, a blanket, worn over the shoulder" 
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(Amsden 1934:101). Some were fringed, others made into 

ponchos. Serapes were abundant during Matthews military 

duty in Navajo country. Amsden (1949:102) thinks this was 

due to its introduction as blanket at Bosque Redondo in 

1865-1868. Diyugis a soft,fluffy woven blanket a common 

utilitarian textile was made during the Classic Period. 

Diyugis were made from handspun yarn,or bayeta, and Saxony 

yarn (Wheat 1987:6). 

Spaniards, Pueblos, Plains Indians and other tribal 

groups valued the Navajo and Pueblo textiles and obtained 

them through trade. The Navajo blanket was a major trade 

item. Classic Period textiles were traded for goods 

provided by Plains Indians in particular the Utes. Navajos 

made trips to Ute country for the sole purpose of trading 

First Phase Chief's blankets for Ute goods. The Utes 

exchanged with the Navajos "...buck skin cloth,elk hides, 

storage bags, buffalo robes, beaded bags, saddle bags, 

horses,bandoliers, beaded bags and tweezers " (Blomberg 

1988:70; Hill 1948:377). In spite of their hostile 

relationship with each other they traded goods on a regular 

basis. The Navajos received ceremonial items like 

beaverskins, buffalo tails, and pitch. The Pueblos, Hopis, 

and Apaches provided other necessary ritual items. (Blomberg 

1988 :70;Hi11 1948:376-377). 

Most of Washington Matthews collection (Table 1, 2, 3, 
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4) are from the 1800s or the Classic period. His 

collections consist of the earliest known textiles (for 

Navajo use not yet for the American market) of the Classic 

Period such as the shoulder blankets, serapes, chief's 

blankets, a half woman's dress, saddle blankets and 

children's blankets. The child's blanket and the saddle 

blankets, both small in size, are sometimes confused with 

each other. Matthews collections are of the earliest known 

type weaves, and style designed in handspun yarns and of 

native vegetal dyes, indigo and unravelled cloth or flannel. 

Matthews collected rugs from the Classic Period through the 

Transition period. 

Marjorie Post's Classic period collection (Tables 1, 2, 

3, 4, 5) consists of one Second Phase Chief's Blanket, and 

two Third Phase Chief's blankets. The remaining Post 

collections are all from the Transition Period through the 

Regional Period. Marjorie Post did not collect any blankets 

from the early 1800s since most of these had become almost 

nonexistent due to changes in function of blanket to rugs 

and demand from traders and buyers for bigger and better 

rugs usually in the plain weave technique. A photograph of 

Topridge shows Navajo rugs as floor rugs, and as wall 

hangings (Wright 1977). 

The Matthews and Post collection in Tables 1, 2, 3, 4, 

and 5, shows classification (Amsden's and Kent's 
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classification dates) in categories of design/style (Table 

1) as banded, striped, terraced, diamonds, chief's, and 

eyedazzlers, blanket/rug, revival and regional styles. 

Function (Table 2) shows categories of serape, saddle, 

man's, woman's, child's, wearing blanket) and specialty 

rugs. Weaving Technique (Table 3) plain weave or tapestry, 

tufting, wedge weave (pulled warp), twill weaves (diagonal, 

reversed, and diamond), and two-faced weave. Materials used 

(Table 4) are listed under Native dyes, Aniline dyes, 

Bayeta, and other (Germantown, Saxony, Surrey, cotton 

etc...). Specialty rugs (Table 5) from the Post collection 

are listed under Yei, Yei Bichai and Sandpainting headings. 

Traders of the regional weaving areas are listed. Tables 

identify blankets or rugs by Museum catalogue numbers and 

used to show and compare, design/style or Period, function, 

and materials used. Colors (Table 6-23) are given for each 

blanket and rug on separate tables. Publications in which a 

blanket or rug have been illustrated are listed. Not all 

information is not available for many blankets and rugs, 

however the four early historical sylistic periods 

comprising the Classic period will be summarized according 

to dates, function of textile, design, weaving technique 

and materials used (Amsden 1949:205-221). 

The First Phase: Striped Style (Beginning-1800) 

Matthews and Post do not have any textiles in their 

collection from this period. 
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The Second Phase: Terraced Style (1800-1863) 

This phase/style was built upon the first Phase design. 

By 1850 rectangles and squares in a twelve spot design in 

red were added across the width (longer than the length) of 

the blanket (men's shoulder) later called Chief's blankets 

(Wheat 1976:23). The rectangles were arranged on a 

background of bands of white and brown stripes. In 1860 the 

spots are changing to diamond spots. Saxony was a new 

addition to Bayeta and indigo dyed wool. By 1860 terraced 

figures used previously in baskets etc...are now seen in 

Chief's blankets (Wheat 1987:5). 

Matthews collection from this period is, cat. T-1005 , 

a man's shoulder blanket (Chief's blanket), with a white 

background with blue and black stripe clusters (spot theme). 

Spot designs in corners, and centers are in red, blue, green 

stripes. Center and ends are in and blue, red, black. 

Post Collection from this period is cat. 418,947A a 

Chief's blanket, phase two design dated 1875-80. It is made 

of homespun wool in black and white vertical stripes with 

variation of nine spot design. 
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The Third Phase: Diamond Style (1863-1900) 

This phase/style is a variation of the first and second 

phase. Between 1865-1870 the diamond became the major 

design motif of Third Phase blankets (Wheat 1987:5). The 

twelve spot rectangles became nine spot designs with a 

central diamond and quarter diamonds in the corners and 

half diamonds in between each quarter diamond. The nine 

spot motifs were placed on banded white and brown stripes. 

1865-1870 the terraced diamond dominated into a single 

figure design. Three ply yarns dyed in aniline replaced 

vegetal and Saxony yarn. American flannel cloth replaced 

early Spanish introduced Bayeta. Use of Spanish-American 

serrate designs replaced terraced designs. Wedge weaves 

made an appearance in one Chief's design in 1885 (Wheat 

1976:49-51). New materials and designs produced variations 

of Third phase (considered Fourth Phase style) blankets such 

as pictorials. From 1870 on, Navajos begin weaving for 

tourists and by 1885 Chief's blankets were made as floor 

rugs. In 1875 Germantown yarn was introduced and used until 

around the 1890s. (Wheat 197 6: 50-51; 1987:8; Tanner 1975: 

65) . 

Matthews Collection contains several blankets from this 

period. Cat. 129,957 is a blanket in diagonal twill in 

narrow stripes of indigo blue, Germantown red, native 

yellow, green on white panels. Cat.129,959 is a small 
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saddle throw in fine tapestry weave and made of handspun and 

Germantown wool yarn. Saltillo diamonds are designed in 

white, blue, red, yellow, green, pale orange, and a red 

center. It is fringed for decoration and is dated 1880. 

Cat. 281,470 is a half woman's dress in diamond pattern in 

red, blue, and black. Not dated. Cat. 281,473 (Fig. 1) is 

a Chief's blanket in dark bayeta with long hairs in red, 

white, blue, black and light green. Diamonds are arranged in 

nine spots . Dated 1880-84 by Amsden 1949. Cat. 281,480 is 

a saddle blanket in zigzag pattern in colors of red, white, 

blue, black, yellow and purple. Late Classic/Transition. It 

is not dated. Cat. 281,481 (Pig. 2) is a blanket in 

diagonal twill (reversed herringbone) weave in red, green, 

blue, and white, museum description includes black omits 

blue. Cat. 281,482 is a single saddle blanket, in gray, 

blue, red, yellow, all vegetable dyes but red. Designs are 

made in stripes and zig zags.Dated as woven before 1890. 

Cat. 281,490 is a child's blanket (finer than saddle), in 

red, blue and green, not dated. Cat. 281,491 is a blanket 

in reversed herringbone twill weave of indigo blue and white 

on a ground of scarlet strips of flannel. This blanket is 

dated from the 1880s. 

Post Collection is represented by Cat. 418,953A, a rug 

in Chief pattern-third phase, handspun red not ravelled, 

banded in white, grey, dark brown and red with 9-spot design 
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Figure 1: Cat. 281473 (76-333) a Third Phase 
Chief's Blanket, Dated 1880-1884. 

r. f. 

mw^w '̂wi . "lif 

Black and White photograph is a duplicate of the former. 
Courtesy: Anthropology Department, Smithsonian Institution, 
Washington, D.C. 
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Figure 2: Cat. 281,481 (76-381); Diagonal Weave 
Saddle Blanket. Dated 1890. 

Black and white photograph is a duplicate of the former. 
Courtesy: Anthropology Department, Smithsonian Institution, 
Washington, D.C. 
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in aniline green and red, dated 1890-1910. Cat. 418,955A is 

a rug 3rd phase Chief's blanket pattern dated 1885-1890. It 

was probably worn as a blanket. Design consists of variation 

of 9-spot theme, black, white, shades of pink, purple, 

yellow and green, loose weave, all wool, aniline dye. 

The Transition Period: Blanket to Rug Style (1870-1890) 

After their return from Bosque Redondo the Navajos 

began to rebuild their lives, and culture and to honor the 

Navajo Treaty of 1868 by trading with the Americans. The 

Treaty also stipulated that Navajos were to learn to farm 

and adopt American culture. Upon returning home from 

imprisonment the Navajos found their flocks of sheep, farms 

and homes destroyed by the military. The limited supply of 

sheep wool and Navajo acceptance of American clothes 

contributed to a decline in the weaving of blankets. By the 

1900 Pendleton blankets had replaced Navajo woven shoulder 

blankets (Kent 1981:10). 

The licensed trader became an arm of the government, 

and given power to institutionalize a dependent economy with 

the Navajos. This commercial system fostered economic 

dependence of the tribe upon the government. The Navajos 

were honoring most of the provisions of the Treaty of 1868. 

Meanwhile, the railroad was transporting merchandise, 

buyers, merchants, and curious Easterners through the 

Southwest. Traders were better able to provide weavers with 
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commercially prepared wool and cotton yarn, along with 

aniline or commercial dyes. They also advertised Navajo 

textiles at train depot stations. 

Traders set up shop on the reservations as stipulated 

and in the Treaty of 1868, thereby making commercial yarn 

available. This was a time-saver since the yarn was already 

spun and dyed in many bright colors allowing the weaver to 

experiment with new designs. Natural white, grey wool and 

mixtures of white and ravelled yarn (to make a pink yarn) 

and commercial yarns such as Germantown, cotton twine (used 

from Transition to Rug period) resulted in the Transitional 

style textiles. Germantown yarn had replaced Bayeta and 

Saxony by 1880, to become a dominate yarn in designs of the 

1890s (Kent 1976:6). Chemical and aniline dyes were used to 

color native spun wool. Native dyes were rarely used. New 

designs were developing in the transition period to be seen 

in the Revival and Regional style Periods (Kent 1981:10; 

1961:27). The textiles of this period were neither blankets 

nor rugs. Two textile designs of the Transition period are 

the pictorial and the eyedazzler (serrated diamonds in 

vertical stripes) Germantown rugs. While at Bosque Redondo 

Mexican saltillo motif (serrated diamonds in zigzag bands) 

blankets were given to the Navajos since they could not 

weave their native blankets. Thus eyedazzlers were made of 

commercially dyed and manufactured bright colored wool. The 



Germantown yarn was manufactured in Pennsylvania. 

The plain weave technique dominated this period. It 

provided a quick and easy method of making intricate 

patterns in many colors. The wedge-weave or pulled warp 

technique was a method of making diagonal or slanting 

stripes. It was woven from around the 1870s to 1890s in 

"...coarse handspun yarn, aniline dyed " (Kent 1961:26). 

The wedge weave was replaced by plain weave since it was 

just as easy to make slanted, diagonal lines. Germantown 

yarn was used in some wedgeweaves (Kent 1961:26). Pew 

wedgeweaves are found in collections today, but Matthews 

collected one (dated 1870s) for use in describing the 

process in his 1884 publication Navaio Weavers. The 

Wedgeweave is not a popular type weave today (Kent 1981:12). 

In the Late Transition Period around the 1880s twill weave 

rugs and saddle blankets began to appear (Kent 1961:26). 

The two faced blankets made its appearance during this 

time. The two-faced weave astonished Matthews; he was not 

able to figure out the technique in his article "A two-faced 

Navaho Blanket" 1900. Amsden (1949:57-62) , however, 

explains it. Americans or Spaniards might have taught 

Navajo weavers the art of two-faced weaving as the Pueblos 

and other Southwestern tribes did not weave this type of 

textile (Kent 1981:13). Matthews thought the two-faced rug 

was a version of the diagonal twill; Amsden believed it to 
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be a version of the plain weave. Matthews gave the date of 

origin of this type weave to be 1884, Amsden thought it was 

first made in 1885 (Amsden 1949:60-61). Neither Matthews 

nor Post have a two-faced rug in their collection, although 

Matthew published about the two-faced rug in 1900. 

Early Transition rugs of the 1880s were borderless, 

larger and heavier than the Classic blankets. By the 1890s 

"pound" rugs were made, handspun native wool dyed with 

aniline dyes were sold by the pound. Pictorial rugs of 

plants, animals, railroad cars etc...also had their start 

during the Transition Period. Bands or stripes of serrated 

edged diamonds were placed vertically instead of 

horizontally (as in shoulder and chief's blankets) to make 

the Germantown blanket-rugs (Kent 1961:17-21). The 

Germantown eyedazzlers were designed in bright colors in 

sharp toothed serrations forming diamonds. Simple Classic 

Period banded stripes, serrations, outlining etc... 

continued into the Revival Period (Kent 1961:11). A shift 

from elongated blanket to elongated rugs is most noticeable 

in the late Transition period (Wheat 1987:7-8). 

Matthews collection from this period: cat.T-1006 (Pig. 

3) is a wedge-weave saddle blanket in black, white, natural 

gray-brown, red, and blue. It was probably made before 1890. 

Cat. 281,465 is a blanket of red bayeta design on blue and 



Figure 3: Cat. T-1006 (76-293); Wedgeweave 
Saddle Throw, Dated 1870s. 

Black and white photograph is a duplicate of the former. 
Courtesy: Anthropology Department, Smithsonian Institution 
Washington, D.C. 
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white, bordered by Greek fret. Matthews stated this border 

to be rare and that it was child's blanket. Design includes 

yellow crosses. Cat. 281,468 is a blanket in gray, blue, 

pale green and red, considered a good design. Includes 

yellow color. Also has Diamond zigzag design. No date 

given. 

Matthews collection dated "before 1884": cat. 129,956 

is an early Germantown double saddle blanket in red, green, 

in a 5-unit diamond weave. Illustrated in Matthews 1884: 

fig.48 "earliest example of this weave known to me". It is 

dated as made before 1884. Cat. 281,466 a blanket in red 

bayeta, "serape cloth strips". Cat. 281,469 (Figure 4) is a 

blanket in blue and black narrow stripes. Includes white 

color. According to Amsden (1949) this blanket has "Hopi 

character" ; Matthews (1884) "antedates 1884" says it's 

Navajo. Cat.281,478 (Fig. 4) according to Matthews (1884) 

is a coarse, loosely twilled yarn, warm not waterproof. 

Cat. 281,479 is blanket in red green, blue, and white a 

diagonal weave. 

Matthews collection dated "before 1890": Cat. 129,955 

is a large blanket. Limited information available. Cat 

129,958 is a medium blanket. Cat. 281,467 (Fig. 5) is a 

blanket in bayeta with Greek fret, and worn. Colors are red 

(background), white and blue. Cat. 281,474 is a blanket in 

diagonal weave stripes. Colors are yellow, native orange 

and green-gold, maroon red is aniline, gray is natural, and 



Figure 4: Three blankets in Exhibit Photograph (76-393) 
Cat. 281,469 Blanket/serape "Hopi" (?), Made Before 1884; 

Cat. 281,478 Coarse Blanket,Made Before 1884; 
Third Blanket (no catalogue number; seen as a 
backdrop in the photograph and is illustrated 

in Matthews [1884] as Figure 49) 

Black and white photograph is a duplicate of the former. 
Courtesy: Anthropology Department, Smithsonian Institution 
Washington, D.C. 
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Figure 5: Cat 281,467 (76-291-292) Blanket in 
Bayeta_with Greek Fret Design. 

Black and white photograph is a duplicate of the former. 
Courtesy: Anthropology Department, Smithsonian Institution, 
Washington, D.C. 
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has indigo blue. Amsden considers this a reversed twill 

weave.Made before 1890. Cat. 281,475 a blanket in diagonal 

weave stripes, light red, blue and white. Cat. 281,476 is 

designed in plain weave stripes of gray, red, blue (indigo) 

and native yellow-green. Probably antedates 1890. The reds 

probably are aniline by their bright, hard colors. Cat. 

281,477 is a double size saddle blanket in diagonal twill 

weave stripes of yellow, green, red and gray. Design is made 

in strips of red, narrow panels of gray, two broad ends 

yellow, native. Probably made before 1890. No Cat. number 

for this blanket; however, it is illustrated in Matthews 

(1884) fig. 49 as a medium all germantown yarn design in 

seven colors, made by a prolific Navajo (male) weaver. See 

(Pig. 4). 

Post Collection from this period consists of ten 

blankets, and rugs. Cat. 418,939A is a saddle blanket in 

red with terraced zig-zags and diamonds in blue and yellow. 

It is made of all 3-ply early Germantown yarn and is aniline 

dyed. This blanket is dated 1870-75. Cat. 418,943A is a 

blanket from the Late Classic/ Transitional 1875-80. Red as 

background stepped designs are separated by vertical bands. 

Colors are blue, blue-green (indigo over rabbit brush dye) 

and white geometric designs; 3-ply and 4 ply yarn of 

handspun and ravelled wool. This is a typical design of the 

1870s. Nice piece. Cat. 418,950A is a borderless blanket 
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designed in red background with horizontal design of blue 

and white (handspun) terraced zigzags separated by narrow 

stripes of orange and blue (indigo). The red is ravelled and 

re-spun (probably late Surrey flannel). This blanket is 

dated Late Classic or Transitional 1875-1880. Cat. 418,956A 

(Fig. 6) is a rug designed in wide serrated zig-gags and 

diamonds in white, brown, orange, and red. The rug is made 

in all wool Diyugi-type weave (soft, fluffy yarn,in form of 

old diyugi design. Probably from the Transitional period 

1885. Cat. 418,957 is a blanket, quartered panel with a 

brown border. Red and white quartered panels, rectangles in 

red, yellow, brown, and white. Line of brown diamonds 

separate the quarters, forming a large cross. Dated from 

thelate 1890s-1920. Cat. 418,959A is a blanket with red 

background, bands of stepped zig-zags, chevrons, diamonds, 

and straight lines in shades of yellow, orange, green and 

blue (indigo) handspun. The color yellow-green is from 

rabbit bush with indigo dye. Red is aniline dyed and some 

ravelled flannel is used in this piece. Dated from the Late 

Classic to Transitional period 1875-1885. Cat. 418,960A is 

a borderless rug with a red background, horizontal bands of 

serrated zig-zags, straight lines and scattered geometric 

designs in shades of rose,black, green, orange, and yellow. 

This rug is made in both aniline and native dyed wool. Dated 

in 1885-1895. Cat. 418,961A (Fig. 7) is a rug designed in 
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Figure 6: Cat. 418,956A (76-6671) Diyugi 
Rug From Transition Period, 1885. 

Black and white photograph is a duplicate of the former. 
Courtesy: Anthropology Department, Smithsonian Institution, 
Washington, D.C. 
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Figure 7: Cat. 418,961A (76-6676) Big, Coarse 
Pound Rua. Dated 1890s-1900s 

Black and white photograph is a duplicate of the former. 
Courtesy: Anthropology Department, Smithsonian Institution, 
Washington, D.C. 
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reddish-orange background, and serrated horizontal bands in 

black, yellow and light grey. The wool is all aniline dyed. 

It is a big coarse "pound" rug of the late 1890's to early 

1900s. Cat. 418,962A (Pig. 8) is a tightly woven small 

Germantown child's blanket made for sale. In red background, 

overall serrated geometric design is in blue, green, 

mustard, maroon, white and pink. There are narrow green 

borders on two sides. The warp is made of cotton string warp 

and the weft commercial wool. A typical serrate design dated 

1885-1890. Cat. 418,963A is a Germantown rug with a red 

background. Geometric designs are of serrated zigzags and 

stepped pyramids with central motif of stepped octagon, 

rectangles, hour-glass shapes, "spiders," and narrow 

horizontal stripes scattered on sides of central motif. The 

rug has red and green wool tasseled fringe on ends. The rug 

was never used. Dated from 1885-1895. 

The Fourth Phase: 1890-1900s 

Amsden calls this category the Bordered Period when 

borders such as the "Greek fret" appeared on blankets as 

early as 1870s. The border used more frequently during this 

period pleased Americans who liked "frames" around their 

artwork which included the Navajo blanket (Amsden 1949:215-

216). Wheat (1987:8) believes the border was a common part 

of blanket design in 1885. The border is still used on 

twentieth century Navajo textiles). Not all scholars use 



Figure 8: Cat. 418,962A (76-6678A) Germantown 
Child's Blanket. Dated 1885-1890 

Black and white photograph is a duplicate of the former. 
Courtesy: Anthropology Department, Smithsonian Institution, 
Washington, D.C. 
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this feature as a designation of a period or style. Kent, 

for example, calls this the Hug period. For the purpose of 

Matthews and Post's collection both the Fourth Phase Style 

and the Rug Period will be used. However, the Post 

collections are listed under The Fourth Phase: Rug Period 

(Table 1). The Fourth Phase Style is a variation of the 

Third Phase when the diamonds are enlarged to the point of 

covering up the banded stripes. During the Third phase some 

unusual Chief's blankets with pictorials and motifs are seen 

in Wheat (1976). 

The Fourth Phase and Rug Period share a common style in 

the Border. (See discussion in the Rug Period section.) 

The Classic period Navajo textiles of blankets, serapes, 

dresses, sashes, belts etc...show Pueblo, Hopi, and Spanish 

influence. 

The Rua Period (1890-1920): Post Collection 

By 1890 the blanket had become a rug. Demand by buyers 

and traders and new weaving materials resulted in 

deterioration of Navajo weaving technique and design by 1920 

(Kent 1961:7). Materials used during the Rug period were 

"...coarse handspun wool, aniline dyed or natural color. 

Cotton warp and Germantown yarn wefts, fairly common in the 

1890s, were frowned on by most traders, and had almost 

completely disappeared by 1900 " (Kent 1961:26). Outlining 

design motifs such as diamonds in the colorful Eyedazzlers 
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of the Transition Period had declined although it would 

continue to be seen in the Teec Nos Pas and Revival Period 

rugs. 

The Germantown eyedazzlers, Bayeta and indigo used in 

the late 18th and 19th century chief's blankets were 

disappearing and were being replaced by commercial yarn 

woven rugs for American trade. Experimentation with new 

materials allowed for use of native materials in greys, and 

browns, which made heavy coarse floor rugs, preferred by 

some traders. Rugs that resembled oriental designs were 

used to decorate Victorian homes in the East. Pictorials, 

and geometries were becoming popular as they became floor 

rugs in that they were made longer than wider. 

As traders realized the potential for making a profit 

from Navajo textiles a difference of opinion ensued among 

the traders. Some wanted natural dyed wool while others 

preferred commercial cotton or woolen yarn. As a result 

several famous traders during the Rug period as they 

developed regional styles of "Navajo rugs" (Kent 1981:14). 

For example Table 1,5 lists traders and corresponding 

regional styles. 

Easterners had been decorating their homes with 

oriental rugs. Thus, traders recognized a viable market for 

Navajo rugs that resembled oriental rugs. One famous trader 

of this period is Lorenzo Hubbell at Ganado, Arizona who 
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popularized a revival of the Classic Period rugs (Chief's 

and Moki patterned) in native wool and colors. Another 

trader, Hubbell, is famous for his Ganado and Crystal 

regional style rugs of the 1890s which continue to be made 

in the twentieth century. The Ganado rugs of the 1890s were 

long and narrow, usually large, thus special orders were 

necessary. Ganado region includes Klagetoh as a style which 

resembles Ganado (Amsden 1934:193). J.B. Moore promoted 

rugs resembling oriental rugs such as Two Grey Hills and 

Crystal rugs through mail order catalogues, beginning in 

1903. However, C.N. Cotton was the first to publish a 

catalogue of Navajo rugs for sale in 1896 out of Gallup, 

N.M. Cotton was also part owner of Hubbell's Trading Post 

at Ganado (Moore Catalogue 1987:1-2). Moore emphasized the 

quality of wool and even had a company that cleaned and dyed 

the wool then distributed it to his best weavers (Amsden 

1949:177,194-5). Moore's rugs were bordered and emphasized 

the style of the late 1800s. His catalogue shows rugs with 

the hook, airplane type motifs and multiple borders, and 

refers to them as "Indian made". Arrows, swastikas, crosses, 

diamonds, terraces and aniline red dominate the early 

Crystal rugs inspired by Moore. A second catalogue was 

published by Moore in 1911 and designs from this catalogue 

lasted through 1940. After 1911 the Crystal (Moore) style 

inspired Two Grpy Hills area style for several years (Moore 
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catalogue 1987:3-4;James 1976:52). 

Hubbell and Fred Harvey Company promoted quality Navajo 

rugs by refusing to buy or sell commercially manufactured 

cotton warp and Germantown yarn made textiles. Harvey began 

buying old blankets from the Classic period and reselling 

them to serious collectors such as William Randolph Hearst 

(Amsden 1949:191; Blomberg 1988:15-16). Post, it seems, did 

not take advantage of the Classic Period textiles as did 

Hearst even though money was no object. Her interest in rugs 

might have been overshadowed by her interest in "fine art" 

of European origin such as Russian art and jewelry. Most of 

Post's Navajo blanket and rug collections are from the 

Transition to the Regional period. 

Post Collection: from this period there are eight rugs. 

From Hubbell at Ganado (1878-1930) are six ; one from Moore 

at Crystal (1896-1911); and one from Shiprock either from 

Robert Baker or Bruce Bernard traders (1909-25) (Table 1,5). 

Cat. 418,944A (Ganado area, Arizona) is a rug of undyed 

natural wool in shades of brown and white in an atypical 

design pattern. The design includes four squares with 

alternating background colors of white and light brown, all 

with dark geometric designs and has dark brown border. A 

quartered design dated 1910-1920. Cat. 418,948A (Ganado 

area, Arizona) is a rug with black border, grey background; 

red and brown Greek-key inner border design outlines large 
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vertical geometric figures of red, brown (natural), black, 

and white. Aniline dyes used and approximate date made is 

between 1890-1910. Cat. 418,949A (Ganado Area, Arizona) is a 

borderless rug designed in grey background in red, brown, 

white and black geometric designs. Large serrated diamonds 

are centrally located. Four corners of rug have red panels 

with central design of small "'rug'" in brown, white and 

black. Dated 1899-1920. Cat. 418,952A (Ganado-Crystal area, 

Arizona) is a rug with grey background, brown and red 

borders (Crystal border design). Large vertical design in 

red and brown of interlocked angular diamond and central 

brown cross on white background. Dated 1900-1925. Cat. 

418,954A (Ganado) is a borderless rug designed in grey 

background, large vertical central design of serrated 

diamonds in white, blue and red. Central motif in center of 

diamonds of bows and arrows and two sides of rug are 

outlined with hollow squares and rectangles in blue and red. 

Dated 1890-1910. Cat. 418,958A (Moki pattern) (Fig. 9) 

is a borderless blanket designed in black and blue (indigo) 

banded background with large bands of stepped diamond 

designs in red, white and orange Moki pattern (alternate 

blue/black) stripes. Handspun, aniline dye. Not dated. 

Moore-Crystal Rugs: 418,952A (Ganado/Crystal) Same as 

above. 418,945A (Shiprock area, New Mexico, Trader probably 
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Figure 9: Cat. 418,958A (76-6673) Moki Pattern Blanket 
in Black and Blue-Banded Stripes, Wot Dated 

Black and white photograph is a duplicate of the former. 
Courtesy: Anthropology Department, Smithsonian Institution, 
Washington D. C. 
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Robert Baker) is a white bordered blanket of serrate or 

diamond style, grey background, pattern in red, white, grey, 

black and carmel. A coarse weave , all aniline dye (brown 

might be from cedar bark), dated 1910-1935. 

Th$ Revival^ (192Q-194Q), Post CplU<?ti<?n 

The 1920s and 1930s was a time when non-Navajos and the 

federal government attempted to improve Navajo weaving by 

going to the basics: dyes, improving the quality of wool, 

and re-establishing designs from earlier periods. 

Mary C. Wheelwright and Mr. L.H. McSparron of Chinle 

Trading Post encouraged Navajo weavers to experiment with 

local vegetal dye and use them in their rugs. Early Chinle 

rugs of the 30s are designed in simple stripes and bands 

with serrate patterns. Some rugs with "all-over" designs 

were woven. Vegetable and aniline dyes and black was 

sometimes used, in good but not exceptional weaves. (Kent 

1987:19). Wheelwright inspired the Navajo weavers with 

drawings of rugs from the Transition period. The Eastern 

Association on Indian Affairs and DuPont Company carried on 

her work in the early '30s; however DuPont dyes required the 

use of ascetic acid, and it was decide, too dangerous for 

use on the Reservation (Kent 1987:19). Diamond Dye Company 

created aniline Old Navaio dye packets which produced more 

attractive colors or tones less "garish" than earlier 

commercial dyes (Kent 1961:32). Others who sought to 
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improve Navajo rugs were Mr. and Mrs. William Lippincott of 

Wide Ruin Trading Post. In the 1930s and 1940s the 

Lippincotts encouraged the use of native vegetable dyes in 

pastel shades which are still prevalent in Wide Ruins and 

Window Rock Area. Wide Ruins rugs were finely woven, 

borderless, vegeble dyes in pastel colors, no black and 

tight weaves in banded patterns (Kent 1987:19). Use of 

native vegetable dyes became popular in Pine Springs, 

Nazlini, and (new) Crystal (not a Moore Crystal). 

Early Revival type blankets according to Kent (1961:32) 

had "...soft, thick wefts, extensive use of white, simple 

geometric patterns arranged in horizontal bands, and lack of 

borders. Colors are either vegetable dye or soft 

anilines... in some...the pattern is very sparse and poorly 

conceived" (Kent 1961:32). 

Post Collection from Chinle (1920-30). Cat. 418,946A 

is an Early Chinle Revival rug made in DuPont ( dyes made 

for Native use) dyed wool It is borderless with horizontal 

bands of narrow stripes and serrated diamond and geometric 

designs. Blue, red, brown, and yellow are aniline dyed. 

White, grey and black are of natural color wool. Dated 1920. 

From the Ganado-Crystal Area (1920) Cat. 418,951A (1920s-

30s) is a rug with white background; red, black, grey and 

orange geometric designs; five central diamonds, and 

smaller hollow diamonds outline the vertical sides. Two 
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Figure 10: Cat. 418,935A (76-6684A) Whirling Logs 
Sandpainting Rug (possibly made by the Klah family, 

Two Grey Hills), Dated Mid-1920s-1940s . 

Black and white photograph is a duplicate of the former. 
Courtesy: Anthropology Department, Smithsonian Institution, 
Washington, D.C. 
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Grey Hills, New Mexico Cat. 418,935A in Pig. 10 (mid-1920s-

1930s) A rug of sandpainting design; depicts whirling logs 

pattern of the Night Chant on beige background. This rug is 

possibly woven by the Klaw (Klah) family. Dated from the 

mid-1920s to 40s. Beige wool is belly wool from brown sheep. 

Considered a good quality piece. 

The Regional Stvle (1920-1950). Post Collection 

A development prompted by the Revival period when finer 

weaves, larger, more intricate designs, specialty rugs such 

as yeis, yeibechai, sandpaintings, and rugs with a mixture 

of natural and aniline colors were made. Yei and Yeibichai 

rugs are partially derived from the Healing Chants: 

Nightway, Coyoteway, Bigway etc...The rugs themselves are 

not used during sacred healing ceremonies. They are only 

made for non-native rug collectors as souvenirs and/or 

wallhangings. Yei rugs show Holy People usually led by 

Talking God. Yeibichai rugs show humans impersonating Yeis. 

The first yei motif design was made in 1885. The next yei 

and yeibichai rugs were woven in the San Juan area around 

1900, and in Chaco Canyon area at the request of trader 

Wetherill in 1904 (Wheat 1976:45; Parezo 1983:41-42; Kent 

1976:17)). The sandpainting rugs, first woven by a 

medicineman Hosteen Klah, were made for preserving them for 

future generations and in museums (James 1976:33; Parezo 

1983:46-48). Will Evans, trader at Shiprock is credited with 
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promoting Yei rugs around World War I (1900s)(James 1976:? 

These blankets were rare due to difficulty in making them, 

and reluctance by Navajo weavers to make them due to its 

powerful symbolic use in healing the sick. However, these 

rugs were expensive due to rarity and subject matter as 

"religious" rugs (Parezo 1983:42-48). Most Navajos do not 

approve of textiles made with design motifs of Yeis, and 

sandpaintings since they are symbolic of sacred healing 

chants and deities. Thus weavers do not copy the exact 

sacred sandpainting designs in their rugs. Specialty rugs 

like the Yeis, Yeibechai, and sandpainting rugs are made in 

different weaving areas thus, differ slightly in style. (See 

James (1976);Parezo (1983) Kent (1987) for descriptions). 

Post collected seven specialty rugs, all Yeis, 

Yeibechai, and sandpainting rugs (Table 1,5). These are all 

Eastern regional styles. Revival style rugs established by 

traders "became the modern standard bearers of the Regional 

Style Period" (James 1976:10). Other regional areas 

developed stylistic identities while some areas were 

absorbed by other regional styles. Nevertheless, Eastern and 

Western styles of the twentieth century are based on earlier 

style rugs. (For list of Regional weaving areas see James 

(1976); Kent (1961); (1987); Tanner (1975) ). Post collected 

only Eastern styles because the Western area was still in 

its development stage. 
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Other regional style rugs developed during Post's time 

were generally geometric in design such as Ganado, Two Grey 

Hills, (new) Crystal style rugs and others (see James 

(1976); Kent (1961); Wheat (1974);Tanner (1975) for 

description of regional type rugs). Post collection from 

this period are listed under Table 1, 5. 

Post Collection from this period is Cat. 418,936A a 

sandpainting design rug from Shiprock area in New Mexico. 

The design depicts the "Tree-of-life" a green cornstalk in 

center with two sets of figures on either side. The design 

is bordered by a rainbow figure in grey background. The rug 

is a commercial product (Greasewood Trading Post?). No date 

is given. Cat. 418,937A is a rug from Tec Nos Pos, Arizona 

a sandpainting "First Dancers (dancing group), Nightway 

(Night chant). The design depicts "Double line of dancers 

with a rainbow figure around edges. The background is pale 

salmon color. All yarn is of four ply commercial yarn. Rug 

is made after 1945. 

Cat. 418,941A is a rug from Klagetoh, Arizona in a 

geometric pattern with black borders. Colors used in 

geometric diamonds are white, grey, aniline red. The stepped 

diamond is used as central design. Good well-made type. 

Dated 1935-40. Cat. 418,942A is a Klagetoh-type or 

geometric design rug in black, white, grey, red (aniline 

dye) Patterns in variations of stepped diamonds and frets. 
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Good, well-made type. Dated 1935-40. Cat. 418,934A is a 

sandpainting rug from Greasewood, Arizona. The design 

depicts three figures of deities and a rainbow figure on a 

grey base. This is a commercial product, dated 1935-50(7). 

Cat. 418,938A from Greasewood, Arizona is a Yei-bichai 

rug. The rug has a black background, and has a grey border. 

Design shows ten Yei-bichai figures. The rug is damaged on 

corner and shows a small hole. These early rugs look yei and 

more realistic than todays more stylized yei rugs. See 

Parezo (1983)A11 aniline dyed, handspun and four ply 

commercial yarns used. Dated 1935-50. 

Cat. 418,940A is a Yei-bichai design rug from Upper 

Greasewood Springs to Ganado Area. The rug has a grey 

background with a geometric border in red, green, orange, 

grey and brown. Ten Yei-bichai figures stand in a frontal 

position on a central grey panel. Aniline on handspun yarn. 

Pretty good quality. Dated 1930-1940. 
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION 

No publication exists on the Marjorie Merriweather Post 

Navajo textile collection with the exception of an article 

regarding one rug (cat. 418,952A Ganado-Crystal 1900-1925) 

illustrated by Liz Bauer (1987). An attempt has been made 

to classify and compare the Post collection to Matthews 

collection utilizing Amsden's classification dates. The 

Revival (1920-1940) and Regional Style (1940-1950) dates of 

the Post Collection utilized Kate Kent Peck's (1961),(1987) 

classification of period style. 

The Post and Matthews classification comparison charts 

were designed for quick viewing and comparison of 

collections identified by Smithsonian Institution's 

catalogue numbers. The Tables show textile categories of 

weave type, function,'materials used, and Period Style based 

on design: The Matthews collection all come from the 

Classic Period between 1800-1890. Some of Matthews 

collection has been dated by Amsden (1949). The rest of his 

collections is labeled "antedates 1884 or 1890" with no 

specific dates or periods and are listed under the 

Transition Period. 
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Matthews Collection of Blankets 

Matthews arrived in Navajo country in 1880 during the 

middle of the Third Phase Period (1863-1900) and Transition 

Period (1868-1890) when blankets were changing from native 

to non-native use. All but two of Matthews' 25 blankets 

have been photographed and documented by the Smithsonian 

Institution staff. Matthews collected rugs during his stint 

at Port Wingate between 1880 and 1884 and 1890-1894. He 

retired from the army in 1894 (approximately four years into 

the Fourth Phase Period, also known as the Rug Period, 1890-

1920). He died in 1904 and did not see the Revival and 

Regional style developments. During his lifetime Matthews 

witnessed a change in purpose of Navajo textiles from native 

to non-native and marketable art made primarily for traders 

and buyers. 

Matthews' collection consists of 25 blankets dating 

from the Classic Period to 1890. Six blankets in Matthews' 

collection "antedate 1884" and seven "antedate 1890," with 

no more specific Period dates assigned by the Smithsonian 

laboratory. Matthews' collections consist of the earliest 

functional (for native use) textiles of the Classic Period. 

The collection is of blankets, dresses, saddle blankets, 

throws, and serapes. Vegetal and minerals, Bayeta and 

indigo dyed wool are found in early weaving techniques of 

tufted, plain, diagonal twill, diamond twill, etc., and 
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wedge-weave or pulled warp. 

Matthews has several pieces of blankets in the twill 

weave technique antedating 1884 and 1890. Navajos were 

weaving in this technique in the 1700s, according to Spanish 

historical documents and the Patchwork Cloak (Amsden 

1943:57; Wheat 1987:4) 

Most of Matthews' collection was woven in native dyed 

yarn, Bayeta, and indigo dyed native wool. Later aniline 

dyed (reds) and Germantown yarns were used in some of his 

blankets. Most reds are Bayeta up until American 

introduction of chemical dyes and commercial yarns such as 

Germantown, Saxony, and cotton warp approximately in the 

Third Phase Period (1863-1900) and in the Transition Period 

(1868-1890). 

Post's Collection of Blankets and Rugs 

The Post collection covers a wider range of style 

period of blankets and rugs, from the Classic Period: Second 

Phase (1800-1863) to the Regional Period (1940-1950), 

reflecting that she collected later than Matthews. The 

tables list some traders who might have sold the rugs to 

Post's buyer. The Hubbell papers do not indicate any 

correspondence with Marjorie Merriweather Post in acquiring 

Navajo textiles. However, Camp Topridge Estate in the 

Adirondacks was in the vicinity of Paul Smith's Store, which 

sold Navajo textiles for the Hyde Exploring Expedition from 
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1893 to 1903. From 1902 to 1903 the Hydes published the 

Papoose. This eastern retail outlet catered to those able 

to afford bigger and better rugs and held special exhibits 

at popular eastern resorts (Amsden 1949:194). The Hyde 

Exploring Expedition sold out to the Benham Indian Trading 

Company. Post is not mentioned in the Papoose or Paul 

Smith's correspondence with Lorenzo Hubbell. Thus, it is 

difficult to state how Ms. Post acquired her Navajo blanket 

and rug collection. 

The Post Collection tables list names of traders (see 

James, 1976) managing trading posts in the weaving areas 

where the rugs or blankets were made. Post's collection was 

acquired during a time when traders recorded information on 

sales transactions through bookkeeping or sales receipts, 

etc., thus documenting the Revival and Regional 

developments. Post's collection is easier to place in time 

periods, compared with that of Matthews, since her 

collection is more recent. 

The Matthews and Post collections (Tables 6-23) show 

the use of vegetal and aniline dyes (color). The two 

collections show a historic trend in use of dyes, materials, 

weave techniques, and function in a transition from native 

to non-native use. 
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Table 1: Matthews and Post Collection: Comparison of Design, Style 

Matthews I Post 

CLASSIC PERIOD 

A. Pirst Phase/Style: 1600 to 1800 

NONE I NONE 

B. Second Phase/Style: The terraced (1800-1863) 

T-1005 I 418947A (1875-80) 

C. Third Phase/Style: The diamond (1863-1900) 

129959 (Handbk of Am Ind. S.W.) 418953A (1890-1910) 
281470 418955A (1885-1890) 
281473 (plate 98b); fig. 50;* 
281480 
281481 (plate 27a) 
281482 (plate 41a) 
281490 (plate 104a); fig. 52 
281491 (plate 65a) 

D. Transition: Blanket/Rug (1870-1890) 

T-1006 (plate 25) 418939A (1870-75) 
281465 (plate 66); fig. 53 418943A (1875-80) 
281468 418950A 

418956A 
(1875-80) 
(1885-?) 

Before 1884: as labeled/S.I. 418957A (1890s-1920) 
129956 (plate 89); fig. 48 418959A (1875-1885) 
281466 (plate 66); fig. 50b 418960A (1885-1890) 
281469 (plate 46); fig. 54 418961A (1890-1900) 
281479 (not dated) 418962A (1885-90) 
281478 (plate 47); fig. 55 418963A (1885-1895) 

Illustrations of the Matthews collection are found in the following: 
By plate numbers in Charles A. Amsden's Navaio Weaving (1949), and 
figures in Matthews's Navaio Weavers (1884): *Handbook of North 
American Indians S.W., Vol. 10. Refer to Navajo Textile History 
section for complete description of each blanket or rug. 



Table 1 (Continued) 

Matthews and Post Collection: Comparison of Design, Style 

D. Transition: Blanket/Rug (1870-1890) (continued) 

Before 1890: as labeled/S.I. 
129955 (not dated) 
129957 (plate 43a) 
129958 (not dated) 
281467 
281474 (plate 43b) 
281475 
281476 (plate 42b) 
281477 (plate 42a) 
Slide #76-393 shows blanket; 

1884: fig. 49 

E. Fourth Phase/Style: The Rug (1890-1920) Post Collection Only 

Hubbell at Ganado (1876-1930) 

418944A (1910-20) 
418948A (1890-1910) 
418949A (1899-1920) 
418952A (1900-25) Ganado/Crystal 
418994A (1890-1910) 
418958A (1900- ) 

Moore at Crystal (1896-1911): 418952a (1900-25) Ganado/Crystal 

Robert Baker at Shiprock; Bruce Bernard at Shiprock in 1909-52 
418945A (1910-35) 

F. The Revival (1920-1950): Post Collection Only 

Chinle (1920-30) McSparron and Wheelwright encouraged vegetal dyes in 
Classic style banded stripes. 
418946A (1920) 

Ganado/Crystal: 
418951A (1920-30) diamonds 

Hide Ruins: (1930s) Lippincotts Subtle colors in vegetal dyes 

Two Grey Hills: 
418935A (Mid 1920s-40s) sandpainting whirling logs 



Table 1 (Continued) 

Matthews and Post Collection: Comparison of Design, Style 

G. The Regional Style (1940-1950): Post Collection Only 

Shiprock: 
418936A (1945) sandpainting "Tree of Life" 

Teec Nos Pos: 
418937A (1945) copy of sandpainting 1st dancers 

Lukachukai: none 

(new) Crystal: none 

Klagetoh (Ganado weaving area) 
418941A (1935-40) Klagetoh-type weaving 
418942A (1935-40) 

Greasewood: 
418934A (1935-50?) sandpainting (no slide or photograph available) 
418938a (1935-50) Yei Bichai 

Ganado/Upper Greasewood: 
418940a (1930-40) 
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Table 2: Matthews and Post Collection: Comparison by Function 

Matthews Post 

Function or Use 

A. Woman's dress 
281470 (plate 47) 

B. Shoulder Blanket 
1. Woman's 

281478 (plate 47); fig. 55 

2. Man's (Chief's Blanket) 
281473 (plate 98); fig. 50 
T-1005 

3. Child's 
T-1006 (plate 25) 
281490 (plate 104a); fig. 52 
281478 (plate 47); fig. 55 
281465 fig. 53 

C. Serape 
1. Child's 

281490 (plate 104a); fig. 52 
281478 (plate 47); fig. 55 
281469 (plate 46); fig. 54 

D. Saddle blanket 
1. Single 

281482 (plate 41a) 
281481 (plate 27a) 
281480 (single?) 

2. Double 
T-1006 (plate 25) 

281477 (plate 42a) 
281476 (plate 42b) 
129956 (plate 89) 

E. Saddle Throw 
129959A small, 1880 

F. Yei blanket, sandpainting 
none 

A. Woman's dress 
none 

B. Blankets (not spec.) 
418943A 
418945A 
418957A 
418958A (Moki pattern) 
418959A 
2. Chief's blankets 

418947A 
418950A 

3. Child's 
418962A (Germantown) 

C. Serape 
1. none 

D. Saddle blanket 
1. none 

2. Double 
418939A Zigzag 
German-

town, 1870-75 

E. Saddle Throw 
None 

F. Yei, sandpainting 
418934A Sandptg Rainbow 
Goddess 1935-50 
418935A Mid 20s-40s 
418936A "Tree of Life" 

after 1945 
418937A "1st dancers," 

1945 
418938A Yei Bichai, 

1935-50 
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Table 3: Matthews and Post Collection: Comparison by Heave Types 

Matthews Post 

Heaves Classification 

A. Plain weaves: A. Plain weaves: 
281476 (plate 42b) All 
281466 (plate 66); fig. 50b 
281465 (plate 66); fig. 53 
281467 
281468 
281469 (plate 46); fig. 54 
281470 
281473 (plate 98b); fig 50 
281478 (plate 47); fig. 55 
281480 
281482 (plate 41a); fig. 55 
281490 (plate 104a); fig. 52 
129955 
129958 
129959 (Handbook of Am. Ind. SW) 
T-1005 

1. Tufting: 1. none 
281466 fig. 50b 2. none 

2. Wedge weave or pulled warp: 
T-1006 (plate 25) 

B. Twill weaves: B. Twill weaves: 
1. Diagonal twill: 1. none 

129957 (plate 43a) 
281477 (plate 42a) 
281479 
281475 
281481 (plate 27) 
a. reversed twill (herringbone) a. none 

281491 (plate 65a) 
b. Diamond twill: b. none 

129956 (plate 89); fig. 48 
281474 (plate 43b) 

c. Two-faced weave: None. c. none 
Matthews wrote an article 
"A Two-faced Navajo Blanket" 
in 1900. 
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Table 4: Matthews and Post Collection: Comparison by Material 
(Native dyes, aniline dyes, yarn type, bayeta, etc.) 

Matthews Post 

A. Native Dyes A. Native Dyes 
281466 (plate 66); fig. 50b 418939A Z-Z terraced Germ. 
281469 (plate 46); fig. 54 1870-75 
281473 (plate 98b); fig. 50 418943A Late Classic-Trans. 
281474 (plate 43b) 1875-80 
281476 (plate 42b) 418947A Chief's blanket 
281477 (plate 42a) 1875-80 
281478 (plate 47); fig. 55 418950A Late Classic-Trans. 
281481 (plate 27) 1875-80 
281482 (plate 41a) 418955A 3rd Phase Chief's 
281490 (plate 104a); fig. 52 1885-1890 
281491 (plate 65a) 418958A Moki; No date 
129956 (plate 89); fig. 48 418959A Late Classic-Trans. 
129957 (plate 43a) 1875-1885 
T-1006 (plate 25) 418960A Borderlss serr. Z-Z 

1885-1895 
418962A Germ.; Child's? 

1885-90 
B. Aniline B. Aniline 

281474 (plate 43b) anil. 418937A all 4 ply conner. 
281476 (plate 42b) yarn after 1945 
281481 (plate 27a) 418938A all aniline, 
281482 (plate 41a) commer. yarn 1935-50 
129957 (plate 43a) Germ. 418939A anil. saddle blnk 
T-1006 (plate 25) 1870-75 

418940A anil. Yei handsp. 
1930-40 

418941A anil. Klagetoh 
1935-40 

418942A " 
418945A Shiprock, serr. 

diam., 1910-35 
418946A Ear. Chinle Revival 

1920 
418948A Ganado anil. 

1890-1910 
418949A Ganado red 

1899-1920 
418951A Ganado/Crystal 

1920-30s 
418952A Ganado/Crystal 

1900-1925 
418953A Chief's 3rd Phase 

red & green 1890-1910 
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Table 4 (continued) 

Matthews and Post Collection: Comparison by Material 

Matthews Post 

B. Aniline (cont'd) B. Aniline (cont'd) 
418954A Ganado borderless 

1890-1910 
418955A 3rd Phase Chief's 

1885-1890 
418956A Trans. Diyugi 1885 
418957A Quartrd 1890-1920 
418958A Moki; date ? 
418959A Late Classic-Trans 

1875-85 
418960A Borderless Z-Z 

serrated 1885-1895 
418961A "Pound rug" 

1890s-1900 

C. Bayeta: (red flannel); early in red, white, blue, black shoulder 
blanket, woman's dress. Later in serape, etc.; more colors. 

281466 (plate 66); fig. 50b 418943A 
281467 418950A 
281473 (plate 98b); fig. 50 418959A 
281490 (plate 104a); fig. 52 
281491 (plate 65a) 

D. Other (Saxony, Surrey, etc.; if specified on S.l. cat. card) 

129956 (plate 89); fig. 48 418939A saddle blnk 1870-
129957 (plate 43a) 418962A Germ, blnk child' 

1885-90 
418963A Germ, rug serr. Z 

1885-95 
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Table 5: Specialty Rugs by Region: Post Collection Only, 1920s-1950 

1. Yei 2. Yei Bichai 3. Sandpainting 
(Nightway) 

1900 by Will 1920s Shiprock: dev. after 1896 in 
Evans, trader at Hill Evans, tra Chaco Canyon & Two 
Shiprock: der at Shiprock: Grey Hills Region: 

No Post collect. No Post collect. 1900s: 

1930s Yeis 1930s Yei Bichai Two Grey Hills: 
at Lukachukai, at Lukachukai, Cat. 418935A 
Round Rock, and Round Rock, and 1920-40 
Upper Greasewood: Upper Greasewood: 

Cat. 418938A Shiprock: 
Cat. 418936A 

Greasewood: No date 
1935-50 

No Post collect. Greasewood: 
Ganado area Cat. 418934A 
Upper Greasewood: 1935-40 
Cat. 418940A (No slide or 

1930-40 Photograph) 

Teec Nos Pas: 
Cat. 418937A 

1945 

Regional style weaving areas and traders from James H.L. Posts and 
Rues: The Storv of Navaio Rugs and their Homes. 1976. 
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Table 6: Colors in the Matthews Blanket Collection: Red 
(includes orange, light red, maroon, etc.) 

Catalog # S.I. Description Amsden (1949) and/or 
Matthews (1884) 

281465 (red bayeta) fig. 53 
281466 (red bayeta strips "tufted, shredded red flannel" 

serape cloth) dated fig. 50b 
before 1884 

281467 (red bayeta); museum 
description "red" 

281468 (red) 
281470 (red museum descrptn) 
281473 (dark bayeta with long "more antique design to color"; 

hairs); Museum fig. 50a 
description "red" red Bayeta and native yarn 

281474 (red) "maroon red is certainly 
aniline 

plate 43 
281474 (orange) "native": plate 43 
281475 (light red) 
281476 (red) "probably aniline...antedates 

1890": plate 42 
281477 (red) "narrow strips of red & indigo 

blue. Blanket antedates 1890 
plate 42a 

281478 (red) "native"; dated prior to 1884. 
Amsden, plate 47; fig. 55 

281479 (red) 
281480 (red) 
281481 (red) "probably aniline": plate 27 
281482 (red) "all native but red...before 

1890": plate 41 
281490 (red) "bayeta & machine-spun red": 

plate 104a; fig. 52 
281491 (red) "scarlet strips of flannel. 

Dated 1880s": plate 65 
129956 (cherry red) Before 1884: plate 89 
129957 (red) "Germntown red" plate 43a 
129959 (red) "Handspun & Germantown wool 

yarn" JBW 1973; dated 1880 
129959 (pale orange) same as above 
T-1005 (red) Man's shoulder blnk 
T-1006 (red) "colors native & aniline 

mingled;" dated before 1890: 
plate 25 
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Table 7: Colors in the Matthews Blanket Collection: Blue 

Catalog # S.l. Description Amsden (1949) and/or 
Matthews (1884) 

281465 (blue) fig. 53 
281466 (blue) "indigo blue": plate 66; fig. 

50b "dark blue" 
281467 (blue) museum descrptn 
281468 (blue) 
281469 (blue) "strips of indigo blue": plate 

46; fig. 54 

281470 (blue) museum descrptn 
281473 (blue) "indigo blue"; before 1884: 

plate 98b; fig. 50a "dark blu 
pale blue" 

281474 (blue) "indigo blue"; dated 1890: 
plate 43 

281475 (blue) museum descrptn 
281476 (blue) "indigo blue": plate 42 "nar
281477 (blue) row strips of...indigo blue;" 

antedates 1890: plate 42a 

281478 (blue) "indigo blue"; made prior to 
1884: plate 47; fig. 55 

281479 (blue) 
281480 (pale blue) ? 
281481 (blue) museum descrptn "Indigo blue": according to 

omits blue, includes plate 27 
black 

281482 (blue) all vegetable dye but red: 
plate 41 

281490 (blue) "indigo blue" plate 104a; fig. 
281491 (blue) "indigo blue"; made in 1880s: 

plate 65 
129957 (blue) "indigo blue"; made in 1890s: 

plate 43a 
129959 (blue) "handspun & 

Germantown wool yarn" 
descrptn by Joe Ben 
Wheat for S.I., 1973 

T-1005 (blue) 
T-1006 (blue) "colors apparently native & 

aniline mingled"; dated from 
before 1890: plate 25 
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Table 8: Colors in the Matthews Blanket Collection: White 

Catalog # S.I. Description Amsden (1949) and/or 
Matthews (1884) 

281465 
281467 
281468 

281469 

281473 
281475 
281478 

281479 
281480 
281481 
281491 

129957 

129959 

T-1005 
T-1006 

(white) museum descrptn 
(white) museum descrptn 
no white mentioned; ?, 
see slide 
(white) museum descrptn 

(white) museum descrptn 
(white) museum descrptn 
(white) museum descrptn 

(white) museum descrptn 
(white) museum descrptn 
(white) museum descrptn 
(white) museum descrptn 

(white) 

(white) descrptn of white 
in design given by Joe 
Ben Wheat 1973 for museum 
(white) museum descrptn 
(white) museum descrptn 

fig. 53 

"native white" plate 46; fig. 
54 

plate 98; fig. 50a 

Made prior to 1884: plate 47; 
fig. 55 

plate 27 
plate 65 refers to white in 
stripes; made in 1880s 
"white panels"; Date not far 

from 1890s: plate 43a 

Made before 1890: plate 25 
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Table 9: Colors in the Matthew Blanket Collection: Green 

Catalog # S.I. Description Amsden (1949) and/or 
Matthews (1884) 

281466 (green) museum descrptn "yellow-green"; made before 
1884: plate 66; fig. 50b 

"green" 
281468 (pale green) museum 

description; not dated 
281473 (light green) museum No green mentioned in Amsden; 

description dated 1880-1884 
281474 (green-gold) Made near 1890: plate 43 

281476 (green) museum descrptn * Native "yellow-green"; 
antedates 1890: plate 42 

281477 (green) museum descrptn No color green mentioned; ante 
dates 1890: plate 42a 

281478 (green) museum descrptn "green is quite certainly 
native;" made prior to 1884: 
plate 47; fig. 55 

281479 (green) museum descrptn 
281481 (green) museum descrptn "native green-gold": plate 27 
281490 (green) museum descrptn No green mentioned in plate 

104a; fig. 52 
129956 (green) Not in museum Mention of green: plate 89 

description 
129957 (yellow-green) Not in Amsden, plate 43a 

museum description 

Table 10: Colors in the Matthews Blanket Collection: Yellow 

281466 

281468 

281476 

281477 

J 28148 
281482 

129957 

129959 

(yellow) museum desc ptn 

(pale green) museum 
description 
(yellow-green) Not in 
museum description 
(yellow) museum descrptn 

"Native yellow & yellow-green 
strips;" antedates 1884: plate 
66; fig. 50b "yellow" 

Antedates 1890: plate 42 

"yellow certainly native;" 
| antedates 1890: plate 42a 

(yellow) museum descrptn 
(yellow) vegetable dye in 
museum description 
(yellow-green) Not men
tioned in museum descrptn 
(yellow) museum descrptn 
by Joe Ben Wheat 1973 

"all native but red;" Woven 
before 1890: plate 41 
plate 43a 
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Table 11: Colors in the Matthews Blanket Collection: Gray 

Catalog # S.I. Description Amsden (1949) and/or 
Matthews (1884) 

281468 (gray) museum descrptn 
281474 (gray) museum descrptn No gray mentioned: plate 43 
281476 (gray) museum descrptn Gray mentioned; probably ante

dates 1890: plate 42 
281477 (gray) museum descrptn "2 broad center panels gray;" 

antedates 1890: plate 42a 
281478 (gray) museum descrptn "gray panels:" plate 47; 

fig. 55 
281482 (gray) museum descrptn "grey;" woven before 1890: 

plate 41 
T-1006 (gray-brown) museum No mention of gray, only 

description "brown:" plate 25 

Table 12: Colors in the Matthews Blanket Collection: Black 

(black) museum descrptn 

(black) museum descrptn 
(black) museum descrptn 

(black) museum descrptn 

(black) museum descrptn 
(black) museum descrptn 
omits blue, adds black 
(blue/black) museum 
description 
(black) museum descrptn 

"native black;" antedates 
1884: plate 46; fig. 54 

Mentioned in plate 98b; woven 
in 1880-1884; fig. 50a 
Not mentioned in plate 47; 
made prior to 1884; fig. 55 

plate 27 mentions "indigo 
blue" and not black 

"black" in plate 25; woven 
before 1890 

Table 13: Colors in the Matthews Blanket Collection: Purple 

281480 (purple) museum descrptn 



Table 14: Colors in the Post Blanket/Rug Collection: Red 

Catalog # S.I. Description: Color, Material Date 

418935A (red) logs, border, & outlining Mid-1920s-40s 
figures; sandpainting 

418936A (red) trim on faces and body No date 
of figures; sandpainting 

418937A (red) on rainbow guardian border Made after 1945 
Sandpainting all commercial yarn 

418938A (red) possibly red moccasins & 1935-50 
border; Yei-bichai figures; all 
aniline dye 

418940A (red) geometric borders, aniline, 1930-40 
handspun yarn 

418941A (red) aniline 1935-40 
418942A (red) aniline dye 1935-40 
418943A (red) background either handspun 1870s 

or ravelled wool 
418945A (red) border, aniline dye 1910-1935 
418946A (red) aniline-DuPont dyes 1920 

made especially for native wool 
418947A (red) background, Chief's blanket, 1875-80 

homespun wool 
418948A (red) Greek-key design, vertical 1890-1910 

geometric, aniline dye 
418949A (red) geom. designs, panels 1899-1920 
418950A (red) background, ravelled & respun 1875-1880 

(late Surrey flannel) 
418951A (red) geometric design 1920-30s 
418952A (red) border (Crystal border design) 1900-1925 

vertical design, in Liz Bauer 
(1987) article on Hubbell Trading 
Post textiles 

418953A (red) not ravelled, aniline 1890-1910 
418954A (red) serrate diamonds, squares 1890-1910 

and rectangles 
418956A (red) all wool, transitional period 1885 
418957A (red) rectangle Late 1890s-1920s 
418958A (red) diamonds, handspun aniline 
418959A (red) background in aniline and 1875-1885 

ravelled flannel; late Classic to 
Transitional 

418960A (red) background aniline ? 1885-1895 



Table 15: Colors in the Post Blanket/Rug Collection: Orange 

Catalog # S.I. Description: Color, Material Date 

418935A (orange) cor<i in whirling logs 
sandpainting 

mid 1920s-40s 

418936A (orange) corn,"Tree-of-li£e" 
sandpainting 

No date 

418938A (orange-red) moccasins of Yei-Bichai 
dancers 

418940A (orange) geometric borders, aniline 
handspun yarn 

1930-40 

418950A (orange) narrow stripes, 
late Classic-Transitional 

1875-1880 

418951A (orange) geometric designs 1920s-30s 
418956A (orange) wide serrate zig-zags 

and diamonds 
1885 

418958A (orange) large bands of stepped 
diamond designs, Moki pattern, 
aniline dye, handspun 

No date 

418960A (orange) straight lines & geometric 
designs, aniline? 

1885-1895 

418961A (reddish-orange) background, aniline late 1890s-early 
dye, pound rug 1900s 

Table 16: Colors in the Post Blanket/Rug Collection: Blue 

418935A (blue or gray) necklaces of Gods mid-1920s-40s 
418937A (blue or gray) faces of Gods, male & 

female First Dancers. All 4-ply 
commercial yarn 

made after 1945 

418938A (dark blue) leggings or socks of 
Yei-bichai dancers; all aniline 

1935-50 

418943A (blue) vertical bands, indigo dye. 1870s 
418943A (blue-green) indigo over rabbit 

brush dye 
1870s 

418946A (blue) aniline dye, DuPont dye 1920 
418950A (blue) indigo, horizontal designs, 

narrow stripes, handspun 
1875-1880 

418954A (blue) serrate diamonds, squares 
and rectangles 

1890-1910 

418958A (blue) banded with black background; 
is indigo 

No date given 

418959A (blue) straight lines, handspun 
indigo 

1875-1885 

418962A (blue) serrate geometric designs, 
commercial wool weft, Germantown 
blanket, typical serrate design 

1885-90 
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Table 17: Colors in the Post Blanket/Rug Collection: White 

Catalog # S.I. Description: Color, Material Date 

418935A (white) in bodies of Gods Mid-1920s-40s 
418936A (white) bodies of Gods; sandpainting 
418937A (white) water sprinkler, 6 females 

in the Bast, Rainbow guardian, 
all 4-ply commercial yarn 

made after 1945 

418938A (white) bodies of Yei Bichai 
dancers; all aniline 

1935--50 

418941A (white) geometric patterned, 
well-made type 

1935--40 

418942A (white) Klagetoh geometric patterns 
no photograph available 

1935--40 

418943A (white) stepped geometric designs, 
handspun, typical of 1870s; late 
Classic or Transitional 

1875--80 

418944A (white) undyed natural wool, 
atypical design 

1910--1920 

418945A (white) border, serrate or diamond 
style, all aniline 

1910--1935 

418946A (white) natural color wool, 
serrate diamonds 

1920 

418947A (white) vertical stripes, homespun 
wool, Chief's 

1875--80 

418948A (white) brown natural, rest aniline 
dye (?) 

1890--1910 

418949A (white) geometric designs 1899--1920 
418950A (white) terraced zig-zags, handspun 

late Classic or Transitional 
1875--1880 

418951A (white) background 1920--30s 
418952A (white) background; no photograph 

or slide available, illustrated 
in Liz Bauer's article, 1987 
(see References) 

1900--1925 

418953A (white) vertical bands, handspun, 
Chief's-3rd Phase 

1890--1910 (white) vertical bands, handspun, 
Chief's-3rd Phase 

418954A (white) serrated diamonds, wool is 
quite fuzzy 

1890--1910 

418955A (white) stripes and 9-spot theme, 
all wool, aniline dye (?), 3rd 
Phase Chief's blanket pattern 

1885--1890 

418956A (white) serrate zig-zags and 
diamonds, all wool, Diyugi, 
transitional period 

1885 

418957A (white) rectangles 1890s-1920s 
418958A (white) stepped diamond designs, No date 

rectangles 
418962A (white) serrate geom. designs, 

comnercial wool weft, Germantown 
child's blanket, typical serrate 

1885--90 
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Table 18: Colors in the Post Blanket/Rug Collection: Green 

Catalog # S.I. Description: Color, Material Date 

418936A (green) cornstalk No date given 
418938A (green) looks green (on slide) Yei 1935-50 

clothes and border, no green 1930-40 
mentioned by museum, all aniline 

418940A (green) geometric borders; difficult 
to see on slide/photograph; aniline 
on handspun yarn, gray is probably 
natural wool mixed by carding black 
and white; Yei design 

418943A (blue-green) green is indigo over 
rabbit brush dye in stepped design 

Typical of 1870s 

418953A (green) 9-spot design in aniline, 
3rd-phase.Chief's pattern, handspun 

1890-1910 (green) 9-spot design in aniline, 
3rd-phase.Chief's pattern, handspun 

418955A (green) faded looking, all wool, 
3rd phase Chief's Blanket pattern 
(green) faded looking, all wool, 
3rd phase Chief's Blanket pattern 

418959A (green) (yellow-green) from rabbit 
bush with indigo, handspun, stepped 
zig-zag, Transitional Late classic 

1875-1885 

418960A (green) serrate zig-zag, straight 
lines, geometric designs 

1885-1895 

418962A (green) overall serrated geometric 
designs, commercial wool weft, 
Germantown child's blanket, made 
for sale 

1885-90 

418963A (green) wool tasseled fringe on ends; 
Germantown; rug never used 

1885-1895 
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Table 19: Colors in the Post Blanket/Rug Collection! Yellow 

Catalog # S.I. Description: Color, Material Date 

418935A (yellow) trim on body of Gods. Mid-20s-40s 
Sandpainting 

418936A (yellow) body of Gods shows yellow No date 
418937A (yellow) trim on body of Gods First 

Dancers; all comnercial 4-ply yarn 
Made after 1945 

418938A (yellow) trim on body as yellow; 
aniline on handspun yarn 

1930--40 

418946A (yellow) aniline dye, stripes, 
serrated diamonds 

1920 

418947A (yellow) homespun wool, short 
vertical bands of terraced 
checker-board in grey and yellow 
Chief's Phase two 

1875--80 

418955A (yellow) difficult to determine the 
yellow from green in design; all 
wool, aniline dye 

1885--1890 

418957A (yellow) squares, rectangles Late 1890s-1920s 
418959A (yellow) (yellow-green from rabbit 

bush with indigo), handspun, 
Transitional Late Classic 

1875--1885 

418960A (yellow) geometric designs on red 
background 

1885--1895 
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Table 20: Colors in the Post Blanket/Rug Collection! Various 

Catalog # S.I. Description: Color, Material Date 

PINK 

418955A 

418962A 

(shades of pink), pattern of 3rd 
phase Chief's blanket & a rug, 
all wool, aniline dye 
(pink) overall serrated geometric 
design, wool weft, Germantown 
child's blanket 

1885-1890 

1885-90 

ROSE 

418960A (shades of rose) 1885-1895 

PURPLE 

418955A (purple) all wool, aniline dye, 
Chief's blanket pattern 

1885-1890 

MAROON 

418962A (maroon), commercial wool weft, 
Germantown child's blanket 

1885-90 
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Table 21: Colors in the Post Blanket/Rug Collection: Gray 

Catalog # S.I. Description: Color, Material Date 

418934A (gray) 3 figures of deities and 
a rainbow figure on a gray base, 
sandpainting 

1935-50 

418935A (gray) faces of Gods (?), 
sandpainting 

Mid-1920s-40s 

418936A (gray) background, sandpainting No date 
418938A (gray) border of Yei bichai 

figures, all aniline dye 
1935-50 

418940A (gray) background, borders, 
central gray panels; aniline 
on«handspun yarn 

1930-40 

418941A (gray) Klagetoh-type, geometric 1935-40 
418942A (gray) No slide or photograph 

available, Klagetoh-type rug 
1935-40 

418945A (gray) serrate or diamond style 
gray background, all aniline 

1910-1935 

418946A (gray) natural color wool; 
Early Chinle Revival 

1920 

418947A (gray) Chief's blanket Phase 
two; gray on background of red 
Terraced Checkerboard in gray 
and yellow; vertical bands of 
solid black and gray 

1875-80 

418948A (gray) background, natural ? 1890-1910 
418949A (gray) background 1899-1920 
418951A (gray) geometric designs 1920s-30s 
418952A (gray) background 

Illus. in Liz Bauer (1987) 
see Reference section 

1900-1925 

418953A (gray) vertical bands of gray, 
Chief pattern-3rd Phase, 
handspun 

1890-1910 

418954A (gray) background 1890-1910 
418961A (light gray) serrated horizontal 

bands, all aniline dye 

Late 1890s-
early 1900s 



Table 22: Colors in the Post Blanket/Rug Collection: Black 

Catalog # S.I. Description: Color, Material Date 

418935A (black) scattered throughout 
sandpainting 

Mid-1920s-40s 

418936A (black) faces of figures in 
sandpainting 

No date 

418937A (black) faces look black; rainbow 
black or blue; all commercial 
4-ply yarn 

Hade after 1945 

418938a (black) background for yei bichai 
figures, all aniline 

1935-50 

418940A (black) yei figure looks black; 
aniline on handspun yarn 

1930-40 

418941A (black) black border, geometric 
design, Klagetoh-type rug 

1935-40 

418942A (black) no slide or photograph, 
Klagetoh-type rug 

1935-40 

418945A (black) all aniline dye 1910-1935 
418946A (black) natural wool color, 

Early Chinle Revival 
1920 

418947A (black) homespun wool. Chief's 
blanket Phase two design 

1875-80 

418948A (black) aniline, Ganado area 1890-1910 
418949A (black) Ganado 1899-1920 
418951A (black) Ganado-Crystal area 1920s-30s 
418955A (black) all wool, aniline dye, 

Chief's blanket, 3rd Phase 
1885-1890 (black) all wool, aniline dye, 

Chief's blanket, 3rd Phase 
418958A (black) handspun aniline dye, 

Moki pattern 
No date 

418960 (black) aniline 1885-1895 
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Table 23: Colors in the Post Blanket/Rug Collection: Brown 

Catalog # S . I .  D e s c r i p t i o n :  C o l o r ,  M a t e r i a l  Date 

418935A (beige) from belly of brown sheep, 
Sandpainting 

Mid-1920s-40s 

418938A (brown) rhirt of Yei figures (?), 
all aniline 

1935-50 

418940A (brown) aniline on handspun yarn, 
geometric border, Yei design 

1930-40 

418944A (brown) undyed natural wool, 
Ganado areas 

1910-1920 

418945A (caramel, brown) cedar bark, 
Shiprock area 

1910-1935 

418946A (brown) not specified, aniline or 
natural, Early Chinle Revival 

1920 

418948A (brown) natural, Ganado area 1890-1910 
418949A (brown) Ganado area 1899-1920 
418952A (brown) Ganado-Crystal area 1900-1925 
418953A (dark brown) vertical bands, 

handspun, Chief pattern rug, 
3rd Phase 

1890-1910 

418956A (brown) serrate zig-zag & diamonds 
all wool, Diyugi-type weave, 
Transitional Period 

1885 

418957A (Brown) border, diamonds Late 1890s-1920 

Cotton Harp: 

418962A (cotton string warp) Germantown 
child's blanket, made for sale, 
typical serrate design 

1885-90 
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